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been made to tliis government by a
majority of the Central American republics.
"There is now added the appeal
of a great
through the revolution,
body of the Nicaraguan people.
"Two Americans who, this government is now convinced, were officers
connected
with the revolutionary
forces and therefore entitled to be
dealt wun according to the enlightened practice of civilized nations have
been killed by direct order of President Zelaya. Their execution is said
to have been preceded by barbarous

CENTRAL AMERICA
iST BEHAVE
No Further Attacks on the
Americans Will Be
Tolerated
UNCLE

SUM'S

I

ULTIMATUM

-

Scathing Rebuke.
Washington. Dec. 2. An ultimatum
was given yesterday by the United
to the Nicaraguan government
iii
neemnnanied liass- nnte
by Secretary!
ports was delivered
of State Knox to Felipe Rodriguez,
chaf.ge d'affairs of the Nicaraguan
legation and has caused great rejoicing among the sympathizers of the
The
insurrectionists.
Nicaraguan
strength of the note and its personal
in
tone are subjects of comment
diplomatic circles. It is generally
recognized that the United States has
decided that the time has come to
put aii end to further attacks on
American life and interests in Central America. The fact that President
y.elaya is apparently to be held personally responsible for the shooting
of Oroce and Cannon adds a sting to
iho matter concealed in the vigorous
uore of Secretary Knox and is set as
a warning to Central American re-publics that they must behave and
that the United States intends the
family of western republics to live
The Knox document
harmoniously.
nf flip most- seathiner issued
from the state department for many
to-.i
hv diniomats
1i. hoiiAvi
K.U.lo tin.,
j
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ePSenor Rodriguez Flustered.
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Private Ceremony in Place of
Splendid Festivities
Planned.
El Paso.

The Bid of Tex Rickard and
Jack Gleason Is
Accepted
PURSE OFFERED

IS

$101,000

Date Set
July Fourth,
for Great Championship
Battle.
1910, Is

New York, Dec. 2. Tex Richard's
bid for the heavyweight championship
fight between Jack John and Jim Jeffries was accepted this noon.
Will Take Place in Colima Arena.
In view of the fact that James
Coffroth, manager of the Sunshine
Athletic Club at Colima, controls certain patents on moving pictures, it
was thought that Rickard and Gleason
will likely enter into some arrangement with him, whereby the fight will
take place in the Colima arena.

Purse

is $101,000.

New York, Dec. 2. The world's
championship fight will be held in San
Francisco before a club organized by
Tex Rickard of Ely, Nevada,
and
Jack Gleason of San Francisco. The
fight probably will take place on July
4th, 1910. The joint bid made by
Rickard and Gleason was for a purse
of $101,000 and 66
per cent of
moving pictures receipts.
2-- 3

ITALY TOO HAS ITS CABINET TROUBLES IT SEEMS.
Rome, Dec. 2. The cabinet of
Premier Giolitti resigned today.

Miss

Mar-

Private Weddings.
The following account of the sad
incident from last evening's EI Paso
Herald:

Death, suddenly visiting; a bride's
maid, has turned song to dirge, and
merry laughter to sorrowful qiuet, ending' all the gay preparations for what
was to have been one of El Paso's
lnoyt brilliant weddings. On the very
day of the wedding, Miss Margaret Pacon, visit ins brides maid, of Evansville, lnd., early this morning died
from heart failure. And today Miss
Caroline Fall, the bride lo be. daughter
of Judge A. B. Fall, of this city,
mourns the loss of a friend and schoolmate and that on her wedding day.
Decorations
are being torn down
from the auditorium of the First Presbyterian church. Potted plants and
mammoth ferns and soft treading carpels are being loaded away, and the
-

-

church dismantled of its timely decorations. The flowers will adorn the
bier of the dead girl. There will be
no wedding at the church tonight.
Instead, a grief fctricken bride, be-
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The
Survey Reaches Albuquerque
Coast and Geodetic Survey party of
seven men, which has been surveying a line from Goffs, California, to
Albuquerque, 610 miles, following the
Santa Fe line, has reached

2.

reaved of a friend beloved, will wed,
at the home of her parents on Golden
Hill, the groom, Marion Thatcher
Everhart, of Pueblo, Colo., with none
hut immediate relatives and intimate
friends of th family to witness the
union. And after the knot is tied, the
newly made husband and wife will
take the train to New Orleans for a
stay in Cuba. And while they are
speeding on their honeymoon, a grief
broken father, Hillary E. Bacon, an
l.'vjMisville merchant, will be on his
wav to EI Paso, where lie comes to
'claim the corpse of his dear daugh-- l
tel. while a mother and three children
await his sad return.
Sudden End of Dinner Party.
AcThomas Hisgen, Hearst's Manager,
At the St. Regis hotel last night, the
cused of Not Meeting
OUT
of
happy groom and a company
Obligations in the
friends sat at a stag dinner and joked
Pass City.
only young men can on the eve of
OF
he.
wedding of a friend.
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 2. To collect
Their laughter was broken bv the
bills aggregating over $200, which
arrival of a messenger shortly after 10
were contracted in El Paso for William R. Hearst's campaign for Thomas Disastrous Consequences of o'clock, and one of their number, a
doctor, hurried from the table.
Hisgen for president, suit will h"?
Switchmen's Strike in
fih'd in New York soon with Frank
While retiring for the night one of
Rich and other El Pasoans as plainthe bride's maids had been stricken
the Northwest
tiffs.
with heart failure, the messenger said,
Of the total. $125 is the amount conand she was not expected to live the
tracted for the use of the El Paso th
IMPROVEMENT
CITIES Light through.
here on the night of October I!,
Doctor's Efforts Useless.
1908, when Thomas Hisgen, the presiAt the home of the bride, a home
dential candidate on the Independent Railroads Have Commenced Vi- enlivened by the presence of a house
League ticket, and William Randolph
parly of relatives and friends, five
gorous Efforts to Move
Hearst made speeches. Hearst read
('ociors worked over the unconscious
Traffic.
letters in his fisht against John D.
form of the young woman from that
Archhold, the Standard Oil man, and
hour until shortly after midnight. And
Senator Joseph Weldon Bailey.
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 2. The rail- then she died, despite the artificial
roads affected by the switchmen's respiration produced by the men of
strike began the first real attempt to- medicine.
day to restore normal traffic conditions
During the day Miss Bacon fiad
between the Great Lakes and the Paof an old heart malady,
complained
cific coast. Local warehouses were
MONEY AND METALS.
made greater by the change
New York, Nec. 2. Call money open today and the roads accepted limof altitude during her two weeks' visit
4
Prime Mercantile Paper ited freight shipments. There was,
here. But in the afternoon she had
ol-2- ;
Mexican dollars 43; Amal - however, no noticeable improvement in
taken part in the mock wedding at the
j the
Twin Cities this morning. In
gamated 8618; Atchison 118
church a rehearsal of merriment and
ivew York Central 128
southern Minneapolis, all the big Hour mills
cheer.
Pacific 1273-4- ;
Union Pacific 198
were shut down, throwing five thou-- j good
Steel 87; pfd. 1231-2- .
sand men out of emolovment. At the' The attack came that night sudden- New York, Dec. 2. Copper weak ; head of the Lakes, at Duluth and
a,,(1 unexpectedly, rendering her
even to sel,(1 a Parting message to
al,le
Jan. lz.si-- i
oianaara spot
imunless conditions improve
Silver mediately, all range cities wm be far distant relatives and friends,
Lead quiet 442
511-4- .
And 80 ,ne two frienas of girlhood
in danger of a food and coal famine.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
houses in Duluth
alreadv days classmates at Mt. Vernon sera-havJobbing
in Washington, D. C have been
Chicago, 111.. Dec. 2. Wheat May
begun laying off men. In
105 4
July 97
day is
conditions are even worse. The ' separated, and the wedding
tana,
Corn May 613-8- ; July 60
darkened. whe the heart of a bride
Boston
and
Montana
at
smelter
big
Oats May 42
July 401-4- .
Great Falls have partially closed, and,f" wruBK. with woe- Pork Jan. 21.50; May 20.65.
as this smelter takes ores of the Amal
Lard Dec. 12.90; Jan. 12.421-2- .
gamated properties at Butte, those ARCTIC EXPLORER IS
Ribs Jan. 11.65271-2- ;
10.75.
May
PATIENT AT MULDOON'S.
mines will also he affected, throwing
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Dec. 1 .Cattle Re- thousands of men out of employment,
Pacific northwest.
New York. Dec. 2. Dr. Frederick
ceipts 5,000, including 400 southerns. in the
A. Cook, who mysteriously dropped
Strike Breakers Imported.
Market steady. Native steers $4.80
Pickets of the striking switchmen from public view Saturday last, is at
8.50; southern
steers $3.405.60;
southern cows $2.60(4.15;
native re ported today that about a hundred "Billy" Muldoon'3 sanitarium, near
cows heifers $2.506; stackers, and strike breakers were brought into St. White Plains, N. Y., according.'' :he
feeders $3.1
Muldooh''
ics
5.50; bulls $2.904.10; Paul today and distributed about the New York Times.
calves $3.507.50;
tlint
western steers various Twin City yards. The rail- that Cook is there, at least."
roads would not. admit that the strike if he is there he entereikCr.uer an aswestern cows $2.75
$3.805.50;
4.50.
bieakers had been brought in.
sumed name.
n
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has been postponed.
Miss liacon is
from EansvilU
lnd., and was a
schoolmate of Miss Fall, and the latter is a daughter of Judge A. IS. Fall,
former attorney general of New Mexico. A rehearsal for the wedding had
been li! !il only an hour before Miss
liacou's body was found.
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garet Bacon, who was to have been
bridesmaid for Miss Carolyn Fall, at
the hitter's marriage vesterday to Marion Thatcher Everhart, of Pueblo, was
found dead in a bath tab at the Fall
home Tuesday night and the wedding
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Found Dead in Bath Tub at
Fall Home in El Paso,
Texas
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OF HEART FAILURE
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per men who visited the Nicaragua
last night were not permit-- '
ted to doubt that Secretary Knox's
ultimatum had fallen npon the com-withj
place.cy of Senor Rodriguez
in!
Senor
effect.
Rodriguez
profound
person met the visitors at the door
and his protestations of amazement
at the action of the state department
were delivered in a torrent of mingled
English and Spanish to the accomfloating down the stairway
of sounds indicating vthat the Nicar- ,
aguans on the floor above were en-republic of Nicaragua,
international
to
all
forget
deavoring
"As for the reparation, found due
complications.
Cruisers and Gunboats Dispatched. after careful consideration, for the
Washington, D. C, Doc. 2. 'The first, killing of Messrs. Cannon and Groce,
step of the United States toward back-- the government of the United States
would be loathe to impose upon the
ing up the declaration of Secretary: innocent
people of Nicaragua a too
Knox regarding the Nicaraguan situ-for the acts of a regime
burden
heavy
secreation was taken today when the
forced upon them, or to exact from a
to
orders
sent
of
urgent
navy
tary
government if it have
commanders of the cruisers Tlabama succeeding
different policies the imposi ion
quite
at
now
Yorkto.wn,
and the gunboat
burden. Into the question
Magdalena Bav, Lower California, U of ultimate reparation there must
on
the
to
Connto.
forthwith
&t
of the
Pacific coast of Nicaragua.
j' M
ua of a government capable 0f
Rear Admiral to Command
to demands. There must
Admiral responding
Washington, Dec.
ootinn nt h
William W. Kimball left Washington it is possible to reach those actually
today for Philadelphia to take pass- responsible and those who perpeage on the Prairie. It is believed trated the tortures reported to have
that he will take command of the preceded the execution,
if these be
naval forces operating against Nicar- verified, and the question whether the
agua. He will probably proceed to government be one entirely disassoCorinto.
ciated from the present intolerable
The Knox Letter.
conditions and worthy to be trusted to
Following is the text of Secretary make impossible a recurrence of such
Knox's letter:
acts, in which the president, as a
uepartment. oi suue, w abuiugiuu, friend of VQUr country as
is als0
.December 1, 1909:
Central
of
Qf
the
repubnCs
othr
"Sir-Si- nce
the Washington con- - America might be dIsposed to have
vention of .1907 it is notorious that ,ndemnity connned to what was
Zelaya has almost continu- - onably dlle the relatives of the
.
kept Central America in a ten-eaged and punitie only in so far as
he
has
of
sion
turmoil, that
repeatedly Lhe punishment
niight lall where
anu liagiauuy viuiaieu we
due.
really
or me convention, aim vy a uaiienu
'In pursuance of this policy the
influence on Honduras, whose neutral-- . government of the United States will
ity the conventions were to assure, temporarily withhold its demand for
has sought to discredit those sacred reparation, in the meanwhile taking
.international obligations to the great such steps as it deems wise and propdetriment of Costa Rica, Salvador and er to protect the American citizens
whose
Guatemala,
government's and interests.
V.
meanwhile appear to have been able,
"To insure the future protection of
patiently to strive for the loyal sup- legitimate American
interests, in
port of the engagements so solemnly consideration of the interests of the
undertaken at' Washington under the majority of the Central American reauspices of the United States and of publics and in the hope of making
Mexico.
more effective the friendly offices ex"It is equally a matter of common erted under the Washington convenknowledge that under the reign of tions, the government of the United
.President Zelaya, republican institu- States reserves for further considerations have ceased in Nicaragua to ex- tion at the proper time the question
ist except in name; that public opin- of stipulating also that the constiion and the press have been throttled tutional government of Nicaragua
and that prison has been the reward obligate itself by convention for the
of any tendency to real patriotism. benefit of all the governments conThis impels me to abstain from un- cerned, as a guarantee for its future
necessary discussion of the painful de- - loyal support of the Washington contails of a regime which unfortunately ventions and this peaceful and prohas been a, blot upon the history of gressive aims.
"From the foregoing it will be apNicaragua and a discouragement to a
group of republics whose aspirations parent to you that your office of
need only the opportunity to free and charge d'affaires is at an end. I have
'
honest government.
the honor to enclose your passport
"In view of the interests of the Uni- for use in case you desire to leave this
ted States and of its relation to the country. I would add at the same
appeal
conventions,
Washington
(Continued on Page Eight)
against this situation has long since
1

SILL

Pi;,

interests in Nicaragua.
"Under these circumstances. the
.
1,
.L, iui urc
,...(. uu ,
lunger leeis
piesiuem
b'"
ernn.ent of President Zelaya that
thal c?fdfnce
h,c,hh wou.,d
ke appropriate
of reKular diplomatic relation
the will and the ability to
aspect and assure what is due from
one state to another.
,
"The
government of Nicaragua
which you have hitherto represented,
is hereby notified, as will also be the
leaders of the revolution, that the
government of the United States will
hold strictly accountable for the
tection of American life and property,
the factions de facto in control of the
eastern and western portions of the

i

PROJECT

xTO.

21.-tm-

citi-fetat-

'

HIE

Texas-Louisian-

The consulate at Managua is now
officially reported to have been menaced. There is thus a sinister culmination of an administration, also
characterized by a cruelty to its own
citizens, which, has, until the recent
outrage, found vent in the case of this
country in a succession of petty an- noyances and indignities which many
months ago. made it impossible to ask
an American minister longer to reside
at Managua. From every point of
view it has evidently become difficult
tor the United States further to delay
ni01'e active response to the appeals
so long made to its duty to its
zens, to its dignity, to Central Amei- ica, and to civilization.
'"The government of the United
States believes that the revolution
represents the ideals and the will of a
majority of a people more faithfully
than does the government of President Zelaya and that the revolutionary party's peaceable control is well
nigh as extensive as that, hitherto
so sternly attempted by the govern- ment at Managua.
"There is now added the fact as
officially reported from more than
one quarter, that there are already
indications of a rising in the western
provinces in favor of a presidential
candidate intimately associated with
the old regime. In this it is easy to
see new elements tending toward a
.m-u
eoi.umuu ui uiiu.cny
responsible source to which the gov- eminent of the United States could
lock for reparation for the killing of
ur i.u.u
eBiS. cm.ui. ai.u

Washington, Dec. 2. The troopship Prairie with about seven hundred
marines aboard for Panama and pos-- j
sibly for service in Nicaragua receiv- ed orders to sail from Philadelphia
this afternoon.

!
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Texas Company Intends to Establish
Sugar Plantation of
Acres.
San Antonio, Tex., Dec.
is
by long odds the largest irrigation and
I
development enloi prise ever launched
'
in Texas has bet-brought into con-- i
King Edward Signs Decree Engineer V. L. Sullivan Grants crete
form by the formation of the
Permits for Diverting
Proroguing Parliament
Sugar Company of
Texas. The company has acquired
To January 10.
Waters
acres of the most fertile land in
the Kto drande valley and intends to
WILL BE BIG POLITICAL BATTLE COYOTE PEOPLE REMONSTRATE irrigate every acre of it. Sugar cane
will lie its principal product
More than $2no,0iu will have to he
on the irrigation system to
MI'Mflt'tl
Premier Asquith in Commons MmmtoJ
w M l WVW
VilVVlllUll JTil I VdlO 111 an
be installed.
A townsiie luis been
for Flourishing Deadly
Replies to Action of House
laid out halfway between San Juan
of Lords.
and McAllen and here the mills and
Weapon.
refining houses of the concern wi;l be
All 'preliminaries to tne tig .political
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- located. At least $3UO,000 will lie necbattle are being clearei1 away his livan today granted the applications essary to erect the necessary buildafternoon at Sandringham, where the for the diversion of waters of five ap-- ings. A large sum will have to be
king held a meeting with the privy i licimts who intend to build irrigation invested in small gauge railroads over
council during which he signed the works. No. 2S!t. Nicolas Rodriguez the extensive fields.
Among the principal promoters of
order proroguing pnrlimanent
until and Henigno A. Rodriguez of Arbo- the
1910.
formere
a
This
is
undertaking are the three Paharr
1.0
H,
for
out
Colo.,
hn.
January
second feet
of the
jbiothers, sons of the
mality as the present House will have San Juan to irrigate 1C0 acres.
j Paharr
of Louisiana, the sons of the
been disolved before that time'. The
No. 321. Jackley and Kimple of
center of interest today is the House
for second feet out of Dog late Geneia! Caffery of the same
of Commons, win re Promjr Asquith Canon, Otero county, of flood wafers, stale and Joe Beauregard of New Oron behalf of the government replied to. 2''u second feet, to reclaim C10 acres leans, La., said to be the heaviest
sugar dealer in that city.
Among
the action of the Lords in withholding! at a cost of $5,0'.0.
j
j
prominent Texans interested in the
consent to the budget.
.1. L. Torres of Alamogordo,
No.
321,
'
House
of six second feet out of Preston and Har- enterprise are J. C. Kelley of BrownsLondon, Dec.
to-Commons by a vote of
to 134 ! row canons, 78 second feet during ville and ion C. Hill of Hidalgo.
It is understood that besides engagPremier! flcod season, to reclaim
resolution
of
the
day adopted
acres at a
Ascpiith to the effect that in rejecting! cost of $1,500.
ing in the raising of sugar cane on a
the government's budget bill the' No. 325, Oleo Strand of Lake Ar- very large scale the company will construct a
House of IiOrds had committed a ' thur.
gravity irrigation
Eddy county, to divert one sec- breach of the constitution and usurp-- ! oud foot, and 2.35 second feet of flood 1IIUIU
i provide water ior
ed the rights of the House of Com
valors, to reclaim 100 acres out of Cot-- ! a,,0llt 3W,0U0 acres of the best hind in
mons.
the Rio Grande country.
tomvood Arroyo.
Laborites Support Government.
Crceoncio Salazar, one half second
London, Dec. 2. Arthur Henderson' foot out of
CAPTAIN ACCUSED
Ojito de la Alamenda, to
the leader of the labor party in the j
CF DRUNKENNESS.
iaim 50 acres in Rio Arriba county.
House of Commons announced that:
Tha people of Coyote community rethe government would have the
but as the land at the While Ship Was Burning He is Accuswhole-heartesupport of the Labor- - monstrated,
ed of Standing on Deck With
of
is six miles below
diversion
jKjint.
!t. is understood
ites.
that Parlia- - i
was
the
the
Whisky Bottle in His Hands.
settlement,
application
1
to
so
as
per-nient will be dissolved
San Francisco, Dec. 2. Conflicting
mlt holding the elections between granted.
Township Plats Filed.
accounts of the burning of the steam
January 10 and 20. The prerogation
Register of the Land Office Manuel er St. Croix off the coast of southern
will take place tomorrow.
"""u....v.-- ""'v.aiij .uai "'California marked the inves'.i nation
Nation Must Bid.
plats of townships in Tor- - ,nt0 ,he d,sat(r yesterdav. P.
London, Dec. 2. Premier Asquith, following
ranee and Santa Fe counties have;gan a aW(? 8eaman of
who was given a wild demonstration
,he crew
been flled in h,s office and will be op- w
1h;U hft
CaDta,h
when he arose to speak said that the en
sta(ed
for entry on and after January is:
on
deck of th(l hunli
budget represented the deliberate Township o North, R. 10 Fast, Town-- i 8tandl,
.
VrSSe ,Wlth a0,t1 m one hand and
work of an overwhelming majority of
5 and 6 North, Range 11 East,
ships
the other, acting "like a
the representatives of the people. The in Torrance county
just east and p
whole fabric had been overthrown by southeast, of Estancia and
'
'
"njuuc
Township.
that body which admittedly had no 10 North, Range 7 East, in southern minus, aim i.nai ne inreatenea to
power to increase or decrease a single 55r ta Fe county ust west of Stanley. shoot the third mate if he went asho--' e
fi'.Tf. '
tax. With much emphasis the premier Ft. Notaries Public Armointed.
Tnese statements were firt made
declared that the House of Commons
Governor Curry today appointed
the witness at 1ms Angeles and he
will prove unworthy of its traditions if John
by
McElroy of Grant county, and
it, allowed a single day to pass without
Charles S. Worley of Colfax county, repeated them today, although he had
previously declared that Warner was
making it clear that it did not mean notaries public.
in command of himself at all time's
to brook this grave indignity and arLife Certificate.
and attended to his duties.
rogant usurpation of its rights. ParGovernor Curry today signed a life
Quartermaster Peters, whose abliament closing without a financial act, teacher's certificate
for Arthur Ralph sence from
the investigation cans d
and until fresh provision could be
Kent.
some stir Monday, was brought in by
made, the necessities of the state,
Arrested for Flourishing a Weapon. a ceputy marshal, but denied thai he
could be supplied only by borrowing.
Mounted Policeman Beal at Doming e'er had said that Cartain V.mir
It is abvious that the action of the
removed some of his personal
House of Iords will create the largest arrested Dieo Caballero for flourishat San Pedro. He declaraJ that
deficit yet faced. The premier then ing a deadly weapon.
l.e was near the captain du'-- i n; tho
announced that the king had accepted
r:re ai.cl asiiore, and d.d not sv.c iiim
his advice to dissolve parliament.
WILL SUE FOR
CAMPAIGN DEBT. drinking at anv time.

io

cruellies.

Nicaraguan Charge d 'Affairs
Given Passport With Love
Letter for Zelaya.
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THE SANTA FF, NKW MKXIUXN. SAXTA FE, N. M.

I

Chickens,

Turkeys,

Feas,

DAILY

ROUND

UP.

T Bad BLOOD

"Before I began using Cascarets I had
FRIENDS WITH THE WORLD.
a bad complexion, pimples on my face,
Il5.v Kuith M. Thomas.)
and my food was not digested as it should
Tin1 AVcrld lias ;layert i"air with mo have been. Now I am entirely well, and
the pimples have all disappeared from my
(And I with the World. I trust!)
face. I can truthfully say that Cascarets
nor
no
Brokni
pact
plight;
ere just as advertised; I have taken only
No wrong but Love could adjust;
two boxes of them."
Or. if fi.ht wo must,
Clarence R. Griffin, Sheridan, Ind.
over shook hands with a will,
Taste Good.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent.
At he end of the fight.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.

Radish, Onions,

Beets,

Turnips,

THE

fax

Green Beans,

Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers,
Beans,

Sweet

Cranberries,

Docks,

Cauliflower, Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,

i

and all kinds of Nuts.

Bannanas,

'

register tickets
with all cashpnrchases.
Gasti

WeG IV 6

Winter Grocery
y
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

If

f?Wfi&3Bll,MM!!Rk&&&

WWISffty-M'ijtBSjH- i

ine tablet stamped CC. Guaranteed
Belter World there be
cure or your money back,
I
can
be!
i.et
only say,
Here I have found delight
'its completion, there has not been
That si ends me upon my way,
enough rain to drown a ilea."
doing out with day.
I have boon good friends with you, BRAVES PAINFUL BURNS
to

a

World
dood night, good night!

Co.

Telephone

No. 40

SELIG1N

BROS. GQEU1PANY.

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND
PRICES

Proves Herself
Flames With,

FROM

-

BULL7S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

11

I

SEE FOE YOURSELF

Ap

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

Ifyou wantCa good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of

.Fa.

T

CALL AND SEE THEM

Wri-'ht- .

CALL

$4 .00 -- S6.0I

Bed-Sprea-

esterdav atternoon Mrs. Frank
oE ,he
of the sI,pc,al
t'1'sTime-'
Broke Arm for the Fourth
herself
nd
office
proved
department,
has
Robert Coons of Albuquerque,
ami iiiuiueuuuijf
gonuuit; neiunie
broken his right arm for the fourth
ot
time in his fourteen years of life. The prevented the destruction by hre,
Fran-- i
San
on
Mhe
residence
Bardshar
fall
latest fracture was caused by a
.
l?..nKl.i
cislo street. i ii s.uwe uueAiiuwiiaui
from his bicycle.
while Mrs. Curns was absent
Injured Lee manner,
Painfully
Engineer
a Santa Fe engineer, while from her room, the stove pipe became
loose and fell to the floor, the flames
taking a Irain from Las Vegas to T.amy from the stove shooting high into the
v.as painfully burned in his cab while,
air. The flames communicated with
passing Romeroville, by the explosion some lace curtains
nearby and soon the
of a lubricator which threw the oil in
other
and
curtains
draperies were in
.his face.
full blaze. Hearing the noise of the
While!
at
Trains
Thrown
Stones
!..
on falling stove pipe, Mrs. Curns rushed
Passenger Train Xo. 7,
'the Santa Fe, was passing Watrous, into the room, and seeing that the
on fire, she dashed towards
Mora county, yesterday, it was made room was
With
seized a
bed
the
and
For-stones.
of
a
the target for volley
the
flames
until
the
this
she
fought
tunately, no damage was done and no
even
not
think
was
last
out,
put
spark
one was hurt.
burg
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Wife of Special Agent
a Heroine Fighting

Death of Pennsylvanian Andrew
Shaffer, agod 40 years, dide at Albuquerque. He came to New Mexico for
his health four years ago from Pitts

Incorporated 1903

BLAZE.

EXTINGUISH

TO

Established 1856.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

Never sold in bulk. The genu-

10c 25c, 50c.

DECEMBER 2, 1909.

THURSDAY,

POBox

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 86

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

west-boun- d

IN THE

CITY.

bed-sprea-

Diamonds, "Watches, Clocks

j

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

'

Goods.

Increase in Land Values At Ros-- ! ing to call for help. She was painfully
and
well, a parcel from the C. P. Sherman, burned about the hands and face,
orchard sold for $T5D an acre, and part of her eyebrows were singed. Forpart of the llagerman orchard Jov tunately, the burns were not serious
The L. F. D. stock and last evening as usual, she was at
$:J00 an acre.
farm sold the apples from the sixty the rehearsal of Princess Bonnie, in
which opera, she is one of the stars.
acre orchard for $12,000.
Masked Highwaymen at 'Albuquerque Two masked highwaymen Tucs-Hexamethylenetetramine
The above is the name of a German
Zanone, a bar-- i
day night held up
tender in an Albuquerque saloon and chemical, which is one of the many
'secured $10. The yeggmen who blew valuable ingredients of Foley's Kid- Hexamethylenetetra- up asafe and secured ?29 the other ney Remedy.
minei
is
recognized
not.
by medical text
been
apprenencteu.
night have
H. B. Holt Chosen Special Attorney books and authorities as a ttricacid
The Elephant. Butte Water Users' solvent and antiseptic for the urine,
Association has elected II. B. Holt of Take Foley's Kidney Remedy as soon
Las Cruces. special attorney to assist as you notice any irregularities and
the federal attorneys in the prosecu- - avoid a serious malady. Sold by all
tion of the right of way condemnation druggists.
proceedings for the Engle project,
Pretty Home Wedding At noon DUG GRAVES FOR
OTHERS FORTY YEARS.
yesterday, at the home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W.
Hayward at Las Vegas, James Fred-- I At Last One Had to Be Excavated for
Him Death of Ambrosio Vargas
erick Ant.cn and Miss Charlotte Jose-- j
i
at San Antoino.
phine Hayward were married by iSev..
J. S. Morom, rector of St. Paul's
Memorial church. Among the guests
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 2. After;
were Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hay- - digging graves for over forty years,
ward of Santa Fe.
Ambrocio Vargas, 75 years of age,
More Snow Predicted
The cloudy and a resident of San Antonio since
sky today seems to bear out the pre- Ji49, had a
dug for him.1
diction of the weather bureau for snow Mr. Vargas was born at Monclova in1
and colder weather tonight and tomor- the state of Coahuila, Mexico, and
row in northern New Mexico, although remembered San Antonio in the days
the indications for southern New Mex- when is was a little frontier village,
ico are fair and warmer weather. Last For many years he was the principal!
night the minimum temperature was figure in the local Mexican colony
of his compatriots
30 degres and the maximum yesterday and not a few
stood
in
fear of him. It
j
superstatious
humid-was 44 degrees,
the relative
was his boast that he had dug the
it.y was still 75 per cent last evening
grave of every prominent San
at six o'clock.
for the last four aecades and
No Water in Hondo (Reservoir
that
he
would dig those of many
There is only one reclamation pro- more.
has
United
in
that
States
the
ject
It is of interest to note that he is
been completed and is not in use.
survived
by his father, Juan Vargas,
Tnat is the Hondo project 13 miles who is 112
years of age and still
from Roswell. It has been completed
and
physically
mentally active. Of
for two seasons, yet has net been of his own
a wife, nine children
family
to
not
value
the farmers for it has
grand-childretwenty-fou- r
sua
and
caught a drop of water. Rains that vive him.
waterfell
the
.Hondo
upon
formerly
shed and kept the Hondo river ragTO Cl RE A COLD IN ONE DAY
ing a good part of the year, have not
fallen at all the last two seasons since Take M XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
refund money it it fails to cure
the completion of this $330,000 pro- KDrupgists
W. GROVE'S
signature Is on each
25c.
ject, and the farmers are suffering. Box,
"It rained the year we were building
the dam and kept the water so high
that, we had a great deal of trouble,"
said Louis C. Hill, supervising engineer for the government, "but since

OUR GUARANTEE
d
guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2.
We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the
will hold fire with soft coal
Saturday evening to Monday mc
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform :1
day and night, with soft coal,
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every sto
remain absolutely air tight as
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed do
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made
the understanding that the stot
operated according to directions
connected up with a gop1 flue.

1.

;

s. Spitz

MANUFACTURER

j

JEWELER

j

3S23KXKS

i

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description cf work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
19

SANTA FE. N. M.

iV : ft-'-

i

General
Merchandise

FRANK F GORMLEY

Phone Black

j

WHOLESALE
AND .RETAIL

Phone .
No 14

fl

Screened

Anthracite Coaf all Sizes,

S.f-vTelephone

Lump

CERRILLOS

Smithirg

Coal.

vv

Steam Coal.

n

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

TRY OUR

Ml

Alfalfa

leal

n

Also Good lot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

FRESH EGGS

International Stock Food
"Wholesale and
Flour, Hay,

Salti

torn,

How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

eeis

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

--gB

Qm

YONTZ

WATCHES

MEXICAN FILIGREE
r

Tes,ed and
Eryes
9i by "p'0- Date Methods

;WELRY
Cut Glass, China and Silverware

Right Servieo

1 345 San Francisco St.
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MANUFACTURER OP

2!gS!riT

CKEAM

Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

DIAMONDS

LEO HERSCH

Retail Dealers in

SANTA FE,

N. M,

L0

CO.

1

j

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

85

one-thir-

avi
HARDWARE

WW

j

RATON
YANKEE

WTe

I

ti

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
per bottle. Sold hy all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

wmmmmmammtm mum

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
dI,ryetcSId

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
& SCIENTIFIC

flOHrW

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

MILK

&

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Telephone No 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

H.OTEL ACACIA

780

W

6th st. 8,W Cor. 6th.

Xjos

ope Sts.

&

Undertaker and Embalmer

Z&xig-eles

first

e
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.
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J. D. MULLIGAN
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outside
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house in the
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FUNERALS

city;

P

heart of cit
XVll'! unexcelled
for comfort
lit HiIt ltUir
w and con ven ie n oe
.."
attention and
EwwtwihVrsifl
S
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P'mpt
cleanliness
Is our
motto: hot and cold
water
and
unnlng
steam heat.
75c
RTES day special terms
by month
Wahlngton St, (JarM.direct to door.
I BAKRY, Prop.

f

100

NIOHT PHONE

!SfSraUf-i- 2

i

PICTURE

Siven

cf7'al

PHONE;

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND
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Hul)

SATISFACTORILY

DOME.

!
i

S33B

of
!tho G ore

unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh, patent and pure
the medicine is not going to produce the results expected, Let us fill your prescriptions
IS THE QUALITY!

and satisfaction is assured you. r AL1L1 1 Y and KNUWjJc-lIvjall your prescription business.
class of drugs
'P55
THERE'S SAFETY. TOO.
7
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with the right kind and
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OVERTAXED.

cue

Hundreds of Santa Fe Readers Know
What it Means.

"Urinary

States.

SERIOUS

:

can flo printing
any of the large
every piece of
Try our stock
certainly come
the facilities for

eluding one of the best binderies
the west.

in

Ornamental Doers

il8 it pki

are made to perfection from our
ijumoar; oecause me wuuu. is
perf( 't in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
kaots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and bu'lders. and
archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
ke

Charles W. Dudrow

l

foothold."

j

o

I

-

road-makin-

MENACE

TO

GANAL

Decrease in the Amount of Silk
Worm Alarms

Association has made emjiha'ic protest
from its Chicago headquarters is
based on conditions before Col. V. C.
Gorgas, the hero of Havana's sanitary
regeneration, was made a member of
the Panama commission and on a bill
now pending to oust the sanitary department from the commission. The
exposure of that bill was started when
a letter from Dr. Frederick R. Green,
secretary of the committee on medical
legislation was made public. This was
addressed to Congressman Mann, of
Chicago, a sponsor with Senator Crawford of South Dakota for the bill,
and declared: "An examination of the
bill shows that in Section 3, providing
for the organization of the canal board,
no provision is made for a chief sanitary officer of the same rank as the
director, chief engineer and governor.
The result of the adoption of the bill
in its present form would evidently be
the subordination of the sanitarv department to the position, which it oc
eupied under the first canal board.''
Congressman Mann replied. "I am not
in favor of making a chief sanitary officer on the canal zone of the same
rank as the chief engineer. Tt is not
possible to have good government on
the zone with a lot of different heads
but under the bill which I introduced
the President has full authority to continue the chief sanitary officer and
give him as much authority as he now
has." Concerning the need of authority
for the head of the sanitary department, "The Journal," of the American
Medical Association says in its current
issue: "Largely as a result of the freedom of action vouchsafed to it, the

take no other.
The New Mexican
equal to that done in
cities. Our solicitor,
work we turn out.
once and you will
again. We have all

-- -

Chicago. 111.. Dec. 2. Serious menace to the Panama canal by the crippling of the sanitary department
against which the America;) Medical

and
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post-office-

agents for the United

the name

Remember
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Point Loma, where in a new home
now building, the Gages will live,
Mrs. Katberine Tinglry, the founder. $
New Mexico Military Institute
To Foster Public Thrift.
.
with
notes
receiit.lv
"A
visitor
wrote:
fosi.-tlx
Efforts
public thrift in
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
I'nited Slates lu've ea".-e- d
the Slat' surprise that the cooking, the carpersWeit Point of the Southwett."
Tht
as w.-!- l as the!
Hoard of Trade of Massachusetts tc ii riiu'. the
Armv
O&cers
Detailed by War Department.
join the powerful commercial orsaniz teaching and the music are done freely
Annv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
and
that
and
the
the
dentist,
doctor,
at ions which, after investigations
"A."
have endorsed postal savings banks. the plumber, the linotype operator in
Thrni.h Academic course, preparing young
in
the
the
and
engineer
Tin- - Postal Savings Bank
printing shop
with
men for college or for business life. Great
power plat't were al! working with- In ailquartei s in Chicago, has been no i!;
amount of open air work. Heallhlets )cat!oii
tified that this association some tiini. out wages, working hard, and. its far
i
I
th'-- i
of any Military School In the Union. Located
v happv
tf.
a.;
at
could
vei
see,
on
committee
a
ago appointed
n the beautiful
Pco VV.v the garden
and postal laws, its chairman tasks. By organized effort the troublesome
are
made
o?
household
tasks
easy
the
We?t
at an e'evation of 3,700
W.
spot
Alfred
of
Rockland,
Donovan,
beiny;
feet above sea level, simh!iiP every day. but
a leading shoe manufacturer, who has and not only are these carried on, but
'
i
luie rain or snow during esioc.
also been one of the
pio ae Muuents maKc most oi ineir owujj
I
of
much
furniture.
and
j
the
Eleven Officers and Instructed, ail gradu
neers in the movement for old at;"' ciothing
ates from staidard
eastern coileges. Ten
pensions and industrial life insurance .Many of the worlds ways these workat cost to be issued through the sav- - ers gladly left behind them."
bulidlng!', throughly furnished, heated, lighted
Crime Prevention Is Economy.
ings banks of Massacnusetts. At the1
and modern Ir all respects.
annual meeting of the board. Mr. Don-- j
The thousands of dollars saved tin
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
? . 1 (i. Hamllluu. Vice President; J.
ovan's committee
made a report public by preventing juvenile crime 1
Phelps White,
which was adopted, on postal savings and relieving the poverty and despair
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Treasurer;
banks as follows: "Postal savings! of children in the slums of Chicago
A Fllyan
banks would foster thrift and in- have been totalled with the result that!
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
crease the habit of saving in many $7. ."iu ;ier month proves to be the savaddress.
slates and localities where opportuni- ings per child to Cook county alone as
W. WILLXOK,
COL.
ties for depositing savings do not ex-- ' a result of the intelligent efforts which
Superlnttndcn.
ist. They would be a real benefit not have succeeded in keeping them out j 0.
3 tBSSZ
only for th people, but to the existing of institutions. Chicago's little army
gnancial institutions. Practically all of relief and discipline, "probation ofthe leading nations of the earth have ficers." who do this and who dealt with
adopted this plan. Why should the' over :;u.oiio children during the nine!
United States, which has such a fore-- ! years ending December 1, llius, have
most position among the great nations this year been instrumental in keeplag on a question that would mean a ing over l,2u0 children out. of the
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs tn th
great benefit to the general public?") miasma of institutional life, not only
That there is not antagonism between a gain to the children but in its results located In the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
tested by th
the savings and insurance banks of a bij saving to the public. But the Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west has been thoroughly
miraculous cures attested to in th
Massachusetts and the proposed postal regular probation officers it has been of
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheusavings system in spite of the Ameri- discovered ate more poorly paid in
can Hankers' Association's protest ap Chicago than in any other bis city, Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- matism, Neuralgia, Malaria. Bright't
Rio
and
Denver
on
the
anco
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Station,
pears from the announcement in the their salary being $7i a month with
which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
;rom
Grande
Railroad,
of
the
of
exno
allowance for such necessary
president
opening address
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comlie board, Judge Lloyd E. Chamber- penses as carfare, stationery and
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath"A
Mass.:
of
freyear
Brockton,
calls. Not only do they
lain,
90 to 122 degres.
The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $53
from
ago I called your attention to the plan quently house their charges for sevC.OOO feet Climate
carbonic.
Altitude
per month.
Stage meets Denver
and
of savings bank insurance,
eral days at their own expense, but
.he entire trains and waits tor Santa Fe train
then recently inaugurated in are obliged frequently to pay carfare very dry and delightful
is now a commod-Iou- e upon request.
This resort is attracthe commonwealth, and suggested that for the children. Other cities, Atlanta, year round. There
convenience
hotel
for
of in- tive at all seasons and Is open all
the
its workings might wel lbe watched Buffalo, Denver, Syracuse, Portland, valids and
tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Calients
with a view to urging its more general Ore., and Minneapolis pay $100 per from
consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
in
as
solution,
a
to
month
possible
adoption
part(
probation officers; Boston,
are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at i p. m., th
at least, of a problem yearly assum-- j $loii, Washington, I). C, Salt Lake contagious diseases,
"hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
we
I
believe
Cleveland
and Seattle, $1,000 per of alkaline salts U the
City.
ir.g larger proportions.
gallon, being address:
can now with profit to the state, and' ear; .Milwaukee, $100 per month and
iii the interests of a large number of expenses. New York City, $75, $100 and
our people, take a more pronounced $120 i;er month. Cincinnati, $1,000 per
year and expenses, Omaha and San
position."
Oj) Cillartte. Taof. Coantv N M
Lees Silk Worn' in Country.
Francisco, $3 per day and Indianapolis,
The decrease, in the amount of silk $:'. per day and expenses.
worn the country over has alarmed
Decadence of Stock Show.
jobbers in Chicago and manufacturers
of Chicago's
one
The decadence
in the east, and explains the financial time famous fat stock show, is the subtroubles of the "silk trust," now in the ject of keen anxiety and an inquiry
thores of a second reorganization. which is extending beyond Hie corn
"The whims of the ladies," is the
belt and the catt'e range to the Atmade for the decrease, with lantic and Pacific coasts. A
something more explicit in the fact
horse show is counted upon
that tailored woolen gowns have be-- ; this year to brace up the event, and a
and "Joint of the Knishts of King Arthur,"
come correspondingly
popular
TO
crowded out the use of silk. The new who is e very-dalife are buying and
tariff bill did not. take care of the silk' selling live stock at the Chicago yards,
mills as it: did of the woolen and cot- - j is an additionad frill whrch is expected
ton spinners, about whose schedules' to add a thrill or two for the ladies.
elaborate curves were artfully woven, j Declining interest in this annual event Save
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg
as for instance, in the matter of wool is of large financial importance, for
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
which is "protected" to the point besides the exhibition building, many
where the wool grower's desires were thousands of dollars are invested in
MONEY
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
satisfied and the manufacturers had a. the quarters for 12,000 head of prize
on
with
protection
margin besides,
winning cattle, sheep, swine, horses Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
their own account in addition. This is and poultry. Among the exhibitors of
and all Foreign Countries.
explained by Will Payne in the Saturhorses this year are JosREMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAFH.
day Evening Post, thus: "Senator War- eph W. Harriman, nephew of the late
ren, of Wyoming, said, in fact, that railroad magnate, E. H. Harriman, the
when the shrinkages were taken into inevitable W. H. Moore, who has been
account the protection to the Ameri- collecting blue ribbons and trophies
cents. at the horse shows of New York and
can grower was only 7 or 7
Ir seems, then, that the trust collects London these many years, Clarence H.
11 or 12 cents of compensatory
duty Watson, of Baltimore, A. P. McGrann,
and hands about 7 cents of it over to cf Pennsylvania.
the grower, for whose sole benefit that
duty is supposed to be levied. More NOVEMBER WAS
over," he adds, "the tariff act says:
SUNNY AND MILD.!
'All manufacturers of every description made wholly or in part of wool.'
Section Director C. E. Linney of the
Many manufacturers that are only V. S. weather bureau has furnished
part wool are thus charged with the the Xew Mexican a meteorological
full compensatory duty as though they summary for the month of November,
were all wool. The wool in the article w hich shows that the mouth was mildmay be rags or shoddy, yet it carries er than the average and was also quite
the full compensatory duty as though sunny, the sunshine average for the
In
of
in
it were pure new wool. A good deal of month having been 70 per cent and
woolen cloth such as wo
excepting the last five days, which
men's and children's dress goods and were quite cloudy, the average was 80
coat linings is about half cotton, the per cent. There were nine days with
RIGHT.
warn being . of that material. That 100
per cent of sunshine, the first 24
cloth is nut into the wool schedule and days of the month. The mean temperenjoys a compensatory duty amount- ature was 41 degrees, two degrees
Em Caspar Avenne
ing to about half its total value."
above the normal. The average maxiWelcome to Bridal Couple.
mum temperature was 52.8 degrees and
The welcome of society in Chicago the
average minimum 29.3
to the Gages the former secretary of The mean relative humidity degrees.
at six
the treasury, Lyman J. Gage, who as o'clock p. m. each day was 43 per
president of the First National bank of ceut. The mean atmospheric pressure
Chicago, built it up to gigantic propor- was 30.07, the highest 30.50 on NovemOUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything in Our Line
tions, and his young bride on their ber 8, the lowest 29.68 on November
bids
be
fair
to
quite
honeymoon
27. The highest temperature was 66
in many respects. There will be
on November 2, the lowest 15
degrees
much entertaining
attempted, but degrees on November 30. The greatwhat will be the success of the at- est
daily range was 33 degrees on Notempts is the subject for much specu- vember 2, and the least 8 degrees on
lation both, because Mr. Gage is 73 November 28. Since New Year there
and his bride 35, and because Mrs. has been a deficinecy from the average
Gage, formerly a member of the in temperature of 172 degrees.
The
"Florodora Sextette, ' was won during
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Brawn Work.
was 1.02 inches, the
precipitation
the efforts of Mr. Gage to convince snowfall 13.7 inches. The
pregreatest
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
her of the truths of Point Loma
for any 24 consecutive hours
Former Secretary Gage had cipitation
527 San Franelseo St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
was .94 of an inch on November 28.
a distinctive place in Chicago, socially, Since New Year there has been a debecause of his prominence in public
ficiency from the average in precipienterprises such as the World's Fair tation of 2.14 inches. The prevailing
and because of the charm of her per- direction 'of the' wind was from the
sonality against which no snobs were northeast, the total movement having
proof. The man still lives who first been 7117 miles, an average hourly vehired Gage as a youth of 19, as a laof 9.9 miles and a maximum veborer in a lumber yard and who re- locity of 32 miles
per hour from the
locity
duced him three vears later to the job west on November 15. The number of
climbed
of night watchman. But Gage
of the finest
cloudy days was 2,. of partly cloudy
fast, once he got his feet on the lad- days 11, number of clear days 17.
der, in the Merchants' Loan & Trust
Company's bank. He became cashier . Mrs. S. Joyce, Claremont, N. H.,
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
and then president of the First Nation- writes: "About a year ago I
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
bought
al bank. Three times he was presi- two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedent of the American Bankers' Asso- dy. It cured me of a severe case of
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
ciation. In recent years Mr. Gage has kidney trouble of several years stand
lived with the theosophists at Point ing. It certainly is a grand, good 1
Loma, having dropped political and medicine, and I heartily recommend
financial
assoications.
Concerning it" Sold by all druggists.
I BESS

been rhalh n?ed at the portals and

Thousands of Dollars Gained
for the Public in Chicago
Alone

troubles, diabetes, Eright's

N'ew York, sole

mm
SAVES

The kidneys are overtaxed;
Have too much to do.
They tell about it in many aches and
:pains
Backache, sideache, headache.
Early symptoms of kidney ills.
disease follow.
A Santa Fe citizen tells here the
way to keep the kidneys well.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, IOC
Griflin street. Santa Fe. N. M., says:
"I hold the same high opinion of
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when
them in JanI publicly recommended
uary, 1907. I then said that for about
a year I had been bothered by a dull
ache and weakness across my loins
and kidneys. I tired easily and any
exertion brought on severe suffering
with my back. Hearing Doans' Kidney Tills- highly spoken of, r was induced to try them. The results proved beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills live up to representations.
The cure and benefit this remedy
brought has led me to praise it on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
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sanitary department of the Isthmian
canal zone has achieved results that
today not. only command the applause
of the civilized world but that have resulted in the selection of Colonel Gorgas, the chief of that service, as the
official head of the organized medical
profession

of America. Yellow fever,
has
pest
to a
has

the perrenial dread of the tropics,
been banished; malaria, the real
of the Isthmus, has been reduced
minimum; the bubonic plague
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NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

OF
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

1-- 2

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

LIVEIRY STABLE

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
C'vil

and

Electrical

When

for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

RATES

CHAS. CLOSGOH

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

f Mew Livery larn
at Lowitzki's

old Stand

tin-usu-

JL F. SPIECSELBEStCs,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

310 San Francisco St.

Hacks

For Hire
SINGLE RIGS, SDRRIES
HORSES
& SADDLE

CALLS ANSWERED
DAY

OR NIGHT

No parsons with contagious disease allowed in our hacks

tspeS?K8 sale

We will give you prompt and efficient
service and solicit a part of your trade

Embroideries

We keep one hack for calls only

!SK

Williams & Rising

Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

d
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RED
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ADOLF SELIGMAN

i White Goods

DRY GOODS

CO

Ft'L'R.
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Porfiiio Diaz yesterday completed
his twenty-lift!- !
year as the president s
i ot
are
.Mexico.
His contemporaries
not agreed whether he has been a
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Caesar Augustus or a Xero to his peoPAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES- t.
ple nut it is certain that he was some
Editor and President.
sort of an autocrat. There is no
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER,
doubt that his rule has brought order
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
out of chaos, peace out. of conflict.
prosperity out of ruin and has put
53.75 the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
republic on the upward path. The
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 means employed have been questionper year
Weekly,
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 able at times, tyrannical and merci65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
but in this case, the end evi75 less,
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
dently has justified the means, for it
v. as the only
way to regenerate a
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
that had gene to the depths of
and superstition.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to poverty, ignorance
a
large and growing circulation
very postcffiC3 in the Territory, and has
For the first time in several years
iimung the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
closes the fiscal
the
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penitentiary

without

a deficit.
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President
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H. VAUGHX, Cashier.
B. READ, Assistant Cashier.
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
Mew Mexico. Established in 1870

- $159,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
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Cards

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,
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when Superin- had been expended
.T. W.
took hold of
tendent
Raynolds
annual
in
The
his
War
of
EXTRAVAGANCE.
Secretary
DEMOCRATIC
five months ago, he
the
institution,
recommends
report
today
published
of
the
Interior
When the Secretary
has made ends meet by increasing
a comprehensive and complete
speaks of Xew Mexico expending eanization of the nrmv establishment the earnings and giving the place a
about a million dollars the past ear!of the Tjlited states," which is out-fo- r clean-cu- t
business
management
in lining a big job in a few words and Governor Curry certainly made no
its government he includes
persuaded Mr. Ray
that sum more than a quarter mil- will not be as easy as it sounds, for mistake when he
tradi- nobis, against Mr. Raynolds' inclina
it
of
mean
will
destruction
the
lion dollars of bonded indebtedness
the responsible but
that tions, the ignoring of precedents, the tion, to accept
paid or refunded, indebtedness
post.
red
inglorious
of
and
of
tape
yards
yards
was a relic of a Democratic admin- cutting
and of incurring the animosity of any
istration; an indebtedness assume. number
of old mossbacks. More offSecertary of Agriculture Wilson has
by the Republican administration afwith
the
closer
all service records for length
broken
icers,
Governor
of
ter the wild extravagance
states and ter- of service as a cabinet officer, havin
3
Thornton's days when the expendit- militia of the various
ures exceeded the income by about ritories and a general readjustment served more than twelve years. Albert dun njirunjTJnanuxruorunjT
a hundred per cent. It also includes of the locations of the various army Gallatin, secretary of the treasury unare some of the reforms that
large sums paid for tiie building of postsof considerable interest to Xew der Jefferson, held the record until
are
and
this week when Wilson passed him.
other
armories, executive mansion
structures now public assets. The an- Mexico and which are urged by the Secretary Wilson has had a career of
nual expenditures of the territory of Secretary, who is convinced that the unsual usefulness to the nation and
of the troops of
the fact that he has served more than
Arizona last year, although that ter- present distribution
not
is
the
only illogical three
army
regular
f
one-halthe
populapresidential terms in succession
ritory has but
inf
of the but offers a serious menace. For
tion and maintains but
that politics is not the only
proves
stance, Santa Fe, from a stragetical,
that keeps a cabinet officer in
institutions, were almost as high as climatic
thing
and geographical standpoint
those of Xew Mexico and that witha position, but that service after all
out refunding or paying the indebted- is a much more logical location for
WILLIAM VAUGHN RROP.i
are places now counts for a good deal.
ness left by previous administrations. big army post than
from
the
much
farther
away
of occupied
The enormous sum of $101,000 was
Compared wiih the expenditures
in
One
states and Arizona, or boundaries and suffering from clim the bid of the successful fight proadjoining
must
that
atic
drawbacks
seriously
of
bout.
moters for (he Jeffries-Johnsocompared with the expenditures
Cuisine and
Ljrge Sample
health of the men.
In addition to this a number of privany other commonwealth, it is appar- impair the
Room for ComTable
Service
ent at a glance that. Xew Mexico is
ileges were offered for the fight which
Uuex
mercial Travelers
economical almost to stinginess. It
The ultimatum sent Nicaragua by indicate the confidence of the gamwith its Democratic Secretary of State Knox, with the ap bling spcrts that the tight will prove
is different
WASHINGTON AVENUE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
municipalities, such' as Albuquerque proval of President Taft. of course, is a gold mine for them. The principal
f
of the declared to be epochal. It establishes lesson learned from this episode is
and Roswell, where
entire taxes collected and all the in- a new policy of personal responsibility that advertising pays. Were it not
cidental revenues, go to the city gov- on the part of the rulers of other re- for the gratuitous advertising that
ernment to be shoveled out by Demo- publics on the western hemisphere. is being given the proposed slugging
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN
cratic officials. In Albuquerque, for American life and American property match every day by the press of the
instance, under a Democratic munici- are to be held inviolate in the future country, it would hardly 'be considexa financial Golconda.
pal administration, the moneys
and whatever harm comes to them will ered such
pended for current local purposes ex- be visited upon the heads responsible
The great railroad strike in the
ceed ten per cent of all the moneys for the
transgressing government. It
expended by the Territory, whi'tf the is a wholesome doctrine, perhaps new northwest is certain to affect prosindebtedness incurred the past year to
perity adversely over a wider area.
the United States, but not to the It
of the entire
or two equals
that it comes just
for even the as isthe unfortunate
bonded indebtedness of the Territory world nor to history
nation was forgetting the per
for
Romans took summary vengeance
iod of panic. There certainly ought
today. Yet, the city of Albuquerque
J. E. LACOME,
of the any harm inflicted upon any Roman to be middle ground on which the
has only about
To
be
citizen in a foreign country.
an
can reach
contending
population of the Territory and only
parties
assessed an American citizen will in the future agreement through arbitration. Every
of its
about
more abroad than it ever!
Proprietor
to
comes
strike movement of that nature
wealth. When it
public ex- mean much
account of President great nearer the
on
has
before,
brings
day when railroads
travagance, just glance at the budget
of this year for the city of Albuquer- Taft's and Secretary Knox's vigorous will be government property and will
Commodious Sample Kocm
be operated by the nation.
que and compare it with an itemized policy.
territorial
of
the
government,
budget
The financial condition of the Ter- Long Distance Telephone Station.
and compare its surplus with the half
The boy scout idea has spread like
million dollars balance in the terri- wildfire throughout the British em- ritory is a matter of congratulation
torial treasury and almost a million pire. In the Tight Little Isle, as well to the people. The fiscal year has
Steam Heated: Electric
dollars in the county treasuries.
as in Australia, in India, in Canada, closed with a large surplus in many
FIRST CLASS CAFE
Room
companies, batallions and regiments funds and the revenues that will be
Every
Lighted,
IN CONNECTION
DEMOCRATIC PAPER PLEASED.
of boy scouts are being organized. It derived from all sources during the
a Good One,
The
Silver City
Independent, is an idea that ought to spread to coming year will not only be ample
among the leading Democratic papers the United States including New Mex- to meet all ordinary expenses but will
F'ttKSS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST,
of the Territory, expresses satisfac- ico. It is better to drill the boys place the treasury in such shape that
tion over the appointment of Chief of the public schools in the manual next year the territorial tax rate can
Justice Mills to be .governor of New of arms, to teach them how to shoot be reduced to Ij. if not 10 mills on
Mexico and that on broad patriotic straight, how to march and maneu- the dollar.
grounds. It says among other things: ver, how to camp and how to obey
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
"The ciuestion of a successor to military commands, than to wait unLas Cruces, which has laid some
Governor George Curry was settled til the youth have grown up in the twenty miles of cement walks the past
last week when it was decided at hope that they will join some Nation- two years, is not going to stop and
Washington to appoint Chief Justice al Guard company. In New Mexico, intends to continue the work until
THE
William J. Mills of Las Vegas to such only one of every two hundred men every street is paved. In consequence
position. It was also announced that ever joins the National Guard and re- of this spirit. Las Cruces is growing
Associate Justice William H. Pope of ceives any inkling of military train- and real estate values with it. Many
Xiret Class Kestatiant iaa. Qcnnection
r.owe"'il will be named to succeed ing, while such training should be- a property that was worth only a
RATES
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
50c
and up
Judge Mills as chief justice.
come the part of every boy's life.
thousand dollars before the sidewalks
&
OPEN
Santa Fe New Mexico- "The appointment of Judge Mills
Day Night
were laid is now worth two to three
appears to meet with general satisThe Santa Fe system has put twenty-f- thousand dollars.
faction throughout the Territory, and
more men to work in its roundive
on
he will enter upon his duties
Denver is making a vigorous efwhich indiMarch 1st under most favorable cir- house at Albuquerque,
to unite all of its commercial
fort
cumstances.
Judge Mills has been a cates that the building of the Belen hodles into one strong organization,
cut-of- f
from
has not hurt Albuquerque
First Class and Ttoromlilj Dp -To - Date
resident of New Mexico for the past
Denver s slightly larger than Santa
been
the
has
a
It
railroad
and
twenty-fou- r
standpoint
is, therefore,
years,
et that city does not think itself
! Fe
thoroughly familiar with local condi- experience of New Mexico that com-to support more than one
tions. The new governor is of south- munities who feared to lose trade be- lar?e enough
Chamber
Commerce.
of
But Santa Fe
ern birth, having been born January cause of the building of railroads into
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learn.
to
still
Yazoo
in
by,has
have
Mississippi.
their
trade
City,
gained
11, 1849,
territory,
v
Hot and Cold Water Spacions Sample Booms j Steam Heat
He finished his education in Yale law the develonment of the tributary coun- mum-pullesuccess
of
13
GalluP
a
making
school in 1877. After the death of his try. especially where the community!
For Commercial Travelers Electric Light,
In Every Room
ciPaI ownership of its water plant,
father, while he was yet young, Willtogether for the common good. savs District
Modern Batns.
Attorney Ruiz. The town
iam J. Mills moved with his mother Las Vegas seems to be the only ex-to Connecticut, and before coming to Potior, Vmfl that is caused bv the hick- - mal5es a profit of $700 a month and
the southwest he practiced law in erinsr of the two towns which instead has a better su"nl5r than ever en3y
under private ownership of the
New Haven. While a resident of Conlare. mns.
.niifl,!!,, intn
necticut he was a member of both perous, progressive city, prefer to re- plant, which it appears, had been giving a poor service at high prices.
branches of the legislature of that main divided and at loggerheads.
state. In January, 1898, President
The warning issued to the officers
McKinley appointed him chief justice
Uncle 'Sam is getting on his feet,
not to incur
to succeed Thomas Smith, and he was financially.
HERE IS AVERY EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
He has the snug sum of of the National Guard
twice reappointed to that important too AArt tnn nr A mira tn" vorinnc Tial. debts in the management of armories
""u
unless such as are authorized, is a
position by President Roosevelt.
ances in the national treasury. It is t
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thus far
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the ability to give the people of New this fiscal
ON UNTIL
year exceeded the income to be
esented to the next j ,gIa.
Mexico a clean, honest and businessat
the
deficit
but
the
$44,000,000,
tiye assembly
like administration, and it is believe? by
was more than!
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
that he will do so. He is thoroughly same time last year' ff the deficit the
To set
$94,000,000.
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
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situCromwell
before
the
days
with
theif
the
and
acquainted
people
are increas- ation such as
revenue
internal
receipts
is
in
experiencing
as much as the appointneeds and
England
today in its parliamentary struggle
ment came unsolicited, he will be In ing daily and more than 5,uuu,uuo win
Excellent Assortments of
,
Al-tax.
Don't
between the House of Lords and the
a position to materially advance the come in from the corporation
most $300,000,000 worth of Panama House of Commons would have kept
Fa'!
Many
interests of New Mexico."
Bnrned Leather Goods
other
canal bonds remain unsold while from the Lord High. Executioner pretty
to
Burned Wooden Placqnes
articles
Call
Not a day without its gruesome this source alone, the treasury is to be., busy.
!;
All Kinds of Drawn Work
that
and
murder mystery, or dts sensational reimbursed to the extent of $100,000,for
the
purSympathy is apt to be with the
suicide or its divorce in high life, or 000, already expended
attract
Pillows
Leather
.
Tops
Inspect
its fatal fire: or other accident. If poses for which the. bonds are to be wife, who commenced shooting at
an
out
.with
the
husband
no
sold.
other
riding
had
these events
joy
significance
affinity. But is that kind of a husband
than tot make interesting newspaper
reading they wouldn't be worth a A significant dispatch from Colorado wotth the price of, f bullet and the
comment, but underneath them lies Springs says: "El Paso county will powder?
the fact that humanity is still sway- turn over to the state treasurer this
Proprietor
A dispatch says that the insurgents
ed by the elemental passions and month about $75,000 In inheritance
301-303
Santa Fe, N,M.
San Francisco St.
that while there are advances along taxes.1 Quite a neat sum that would In Nicaragua contemplate an offensive
r
some lines, civilization is not a whit run the municipality of Santa Fe for campaign. It will have to be a
in other directions than it was more than five yeara on its present per to be more offensive to the United
States than Zelaya's warfare has been.
In the days of Plato.
basis of expenditures.
;

Professional

OF SAUTA FE.

personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stacks in ail markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmit! ng agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
I he bank executes all orders of its
patrons in the banking line,
to
as
treatment in all respects,
liberal
to
them
extend
and aims
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bankSafeiy deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
ing.
public is respecfully solicited.

the $:!0,000 available for
the management of the institution

$25,000
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PRiCE

CHRISTMAS:

.

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts, rrompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

r.

CHARLES

EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
CATRON & CATRON,
Counsellora-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Attorneys and

G. VOLNEY HOWARD,

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory

Speaks Spanish.
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms IS and 19, '
Laughlin Block;
Santa Fe, N. M.
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davie,

A. B. Renehan,

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa F
New Mexico
HOLT

&

SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practic in the District Courts a
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico-

-

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law-.

Practices

In

the Supreme and Dis

trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN.

....

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Me

Taoa

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Ro

Jese

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and
dad, Colorado.
G. W. PRiCHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-- ?
Practices in all the pist
and gives special attentioi
before the Territorial Supr
Office: Laughlin Elk. Sant

GEORGE u. BAR'
Attorney and Counsel
Practices in the Disti
Supreme Courts of
Prompt attentic
Lincoln Cc

Practice

DIs- -

trict Courts.

.

Probate Co
v
Surveyor General

Offices.
Las Cruces

the-U-

.

S.

Land
New Mexico-

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New MexicoW. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds ana Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L- - Cruces
New Mexiov
Eastern and local bank references.

...

a

H.
UTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner

and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATES.
Correspondents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered1.
Texlco
New Mexico

...

R. W. WITTMAN,

,

,

Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
.
Geo.

M.

NEEL & COOPER,
Neel.
Robt. L. Cooper.

Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
plans, maps, estimates.,
construction, water supply and duly.
umce: uairon iiiocK, aanta '6. jn. m.
Surveys,

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
Santa F
Office with the New Mexican Prlntr
Ing Company.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS

i

,

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO

whop-highe-

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Train leaves for the north at

10:15

a. m.

Train arrives from the north at

p. m.

;.'

4

,

Central.
Santa Fe at. 1:45.
at Santa" Fe at 5:25.

New Mexico

Train leaves
Train arrives
Santa
Leave Santa

Fe Railroad.

Fe ; 25 to connect
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and
w&6t, andNo. 3 from the east at La: .;
Junction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and;
S from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
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OLD BOY
THE 15 YEAR
business
ten

,5

man,
ol today, will, in
years, be a
in
him
train
to
If you have a sen it is your duty
business methods, lo give bim tha benefit of your

BM

F. J. Franklin of Colorado Springs,
stopping at the Claire.
Dr. C. S. l.osey of Las Vegas, is in
Santa Fe on professional business.
L. Thanhauser. a New York traveling man, is quartered at the Palace.
B. E. Peck, the flour man from Wichita, Kan., is stopping at the Palace.
M. WeitnHofier, a New York trav-t.lirman. is registered at the Claire.
M. B. Coal, a Pueblo traveling man,
was among hist night's arrivals at the
Claire.
Alfred ,T. Cohen, who represents a
Denver leather firm, is a guest at the

$59,000'

Capital

jffRJ

are prepared for it and can handle
all your wants in the Hardware & Sporting
goods line.

I'aiace.

-

g.

.

hnstmas is lominff

1

is

& TRDST CO
Santa Fe,

C. J. Weber, a hardware
from Sr. Joseph, .Mo., is a

M.

K.

Fivr.

MENTIONS

H

business experience.
See tbathehasa bank account while he is growone thing thai will give
ing up. There is no other
him a more proper insight and conception of
business than havirg his own bank account.
ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

UNITED STATES

PERSONAL

HAGC.

salesman
guest at

the Claire.
R. F. Sickels, who travels out of
Denver, arrived last night
taking
j
quarters at the Claire.
DIRECTORS
A. Mennctt, Sr., grocery salesman
from Las Vegas, was among yesterG. FRANKLIN FLICK
OFFICERS
days arrivals at the Palace.
W. S. DAVIS.
G. FRANKLIN FLICK, President.
lLlario Valencia and wife of Rowe,
San Miirucl county, were among the
N. B. LAUGHLIN
W. S. DAVIS, Cashiet.
arrivals at Coronado last night.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hay ward were
J. B. LAMY
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
at Las Vegas yesterday to attend the1
R. H. HANNA
wedding of Mr. Hay ward's sister.
Miss Mabel Kendall of Beulah, San
FREDERICK MULLER
Miguel county, is in town seeing the;
sights. She is a guest at the Claire.
.lames Barry a wall paper salesman,
traveling out of Denver, is calling on:
the merchants. He is at the Claire.
District Attorney Toombs has returned to Clayton after several days
spent in Las Vegas on legal business.
B. F. Pankey of the Eaton grant,
Assurance
Life
Colorado
The
Company
near Galisteo, southern Santa Fe
county, is a business visitor in Santa
Denver Colorado.
Fe.
Solomon!
National Committeeman
Luna is expected to visit Santa Fe
tomorrow or on Saturday from Los
Lunas.
T
T
l
tni't i
una. luic-JUUUe joiiu IV. ir.T7!
leit 11;.-Jitr IB 1f.
New
A AV
noon for Las Vegas to hold court forj has been appointed cashier and
Justice William J. Mills who has master, the office of assistant treasurer
Catron Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
Bothwell is one of
heing abolished.
gone east.
Judge and Mrs. W. H. Pope are ex-- the popular young men of Santa Fe
tomorrow! who came here for his health and has
pected home in Roswell
from their trip to their former home worked his way from minor positions
i
in Georgia.
i.rds the ton of the ladder.
J. M. Chaves, Jr.. of Abinuin, Rio
Arriba county, who spent several days:
(Continued nn Faga Eight.- in Santa Fe, returned to his home
Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire Insurthis forenoon.
:
Mrs. E. M. Donaldson and Mrs. F.
ance in the Best Companies
M. Stevens of Rutherford, New JerA' rite Surety Bonds for the United States
sey, are in town seeing the sights.
are ra
They are guests at the Modern.
:
:
:
:
&
Lunib'-- "
Guaranty Company
Fidelity
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-forperfi "t
has gone to Clovis, Curry counHave for Sale Several Modern Residence
free froi
on official business relative to the
ty,
knots,
Properties; also Some Fine Bargains in Lots
issuing of bonds by the county.
fo'.
Every A and Fruit Ranches.
Captain and Mrs. William Strover
SBasuueu,
who spent the past few weeks in San;
it can be ; want anything ia the above line call on or addrees
ta Fe left last evening for Parker,
JL
Mil
bv caroen
Ariz., where Captain Strover is exam-ina- "
H,U SBUSIUl'
surveys for' the federal govern
Catroaa. I3icc3c
Santa. Fe, iT,
ment.
tects he ret
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier armention out
rived
last nijrht from Estancia. He is
specifications.
"'OW IS 1HE TIME
on his way to the Pecos, where he will
lf1rPresse
put in good shape
investigate the recent death,' of O.
Johnson of St. Louis.
RIGHT,
ul
j
ggasaasg
Earl H. Clapp, assistant United
States forester of the third district,
T
United States forest service has re-- !
janing and Pressing Establishment
a
from
turned to Albuquerque
I
Jti L, J lC
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months' official trip to Alamogordo.
Miss Mervine and Miss Ruth Mer-vin- e
of Kansas City, Mo., will arrive
in
Santa
tonight, to visit their
HACK LINE mother andFe sister
been
who have
here for the past four months for the
Prom
health of Miss Helen.
SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA
BARRANCA TO TAOS
"S. B. Davis, Jr., and wife departed
this afternoon for an extended
RANCH
MeetsjBoth- North South trip to eastern points. During their
Bounds Trains.
slay, Mr. and Mrs. Davis will visit
Afamons old Spanish Land Grant
a time at Middletown, Conn., the
for
Leaves
on
of
Barranca
the
arrival
beautifully and historically situated
3SS
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
the north bound train and arries at former home of Mr. Davis, where they
will spend Christmas." Las Vega.?
level and surrounded, by pine and
Taos at 7 p. m.
spruce covered mountains of upwards
Ten miles shorter than any other Optic.
GO,
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
of the
Good convenient hack- - and
George H. Ross,
way.
in the year such as no disease germ
Toledo, St. Louis and Western Railgood teams.
can live in. The greatest health givETrer3r Tiling' iens to Mafcs Fas road, the Chicago & Alton Railroad,
ing country in the world. 26 Iniiles
THE LEADING
the Iowa Central Railway and the
east of Santa Fe.
sangar Coxxifsxta'ble.
Minneapolis and 'St. Louis Railway,
"ESS1
Splendid trout fishing in SumGROCERS.
passed Lamy yesterday on his way
mer and all kinds, of hunting.
from Hollywood, Calif.'
east,
HORSEBACK
TENNIS
riding
The followins Catholic priests were
;
' etc, '
among the arrivals at the Palace last
nights Rev. O. F. Balland of Mora,
The Original
BatoP $10.0:) and $12 00 per week
Rev. Paul Gilbertson of Las Vegas,
Horses, $ .50 per day or
Xluluu
A. Rabeyrolle of Las Vegas,
Rev.
week.
$5.00 per
Revv Antonio Cellier of SpHnger and
Rev. Jules Collins or San Miguel. The
Write today for Illustrated pamphlet
and all Information
a Basket leaves Monday Tuesday last three named were formerly staToasted Rice Flakes
Returns Thursday and Friday. tioned at Santa Fe.
AND
Former Adjutant General A. P. Tark-ingtoJ. F.MILLER Mgr.YalleyRanchlLM.,!
AGENCY at O, K. Barber Shop
writes, from Evanston, Wyo.,
Toasted Rice Biscuit
Phone No 23 where is a railroad dispatcher, that he
F.O.BROWN,'
Used and Indorsed by the
is .desirous of returning to New MexRed
Agent.
ico. It is believed that he will be a
candidate for adjutant general to sucBattle Creek Sanitarium
ceed General R. A. Ford who has been
on a leave of absence for some weeks
&
Iidividualor Class Lessons D. M.
on account of serious illness and who
is more widly
IN GRAMMAR
Builders and Contractors
is in the hospital "at Fort Bayard,
used and feeds
Grant county, recovering from ah opPLANS & ESTIMATES
RAYMOND HAACKE

We have Rifles, revolvers, carving setsU
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware
knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

j

'

And

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

verything for the Household

Jafeal

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

T . 1

Mexico

BERGERE, Manager for

CO,

pay-Chie- f'

The Coming Christmas.

.

d

:::::::::

c

r

CharlcS

DUQl

1J!

THIS

ad

SPACE

EW Mf

MODI'S

THE

early if you would

Choose

For the Baby

.

vice-preside- nt

FARE

Hi Mil 5

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets,s Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

Youngsters

wagons. Mechanical toys, Gift
etc
.Books, English baby

For the
Young Lady

For toe

For

Mother

FftV

PT1
Fflth
1

auici

i ui

Go-cart-

s

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slippers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Nsckties, Suspenders. Handkers
chiefs, Military brush sets,
in oak or bras', Shaving
sets, Smokers sets. Night robes,
Pajamas etc.
Long Camonas, Handmade work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy chir.a, Table linen etc.
Book-rack-

Young Man

$5.00

"

wisely

For the

THE-VALLE-

"

choose

We hive a splendid array cf ser vicible things to
pick from. You can find here many suggestions, a
few of which are mentioned below.

rfiMDANV

ATCnM

l.

WATCH

This of all seasons make matkiod more charitable'
one to another. The spirit cf cbff rful giving is
ia all civilizjd lands at Yuletide.

Pipes, Cigar humidores, Felt slip- pers A Victor or Edigon Phono.
graph will amuse the whole family

A THOUSAND. OTHER VALUABLE
AND
INTERESTING THINGS TO 6KLET FROM

W. N. T0WNSEND

& CO.

THE RACKET STORE.

1

ForlBestjLanndry Work

KELLOGG'S

SPANISH LESSONS

HOOVER

SON

If

Yon

want the latest thing in

Rice

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

eration.
Furnished on short notice
T. R. Bothwell, who has been bookCEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY keeper for the New Mexico Central,

CHRISTMAS TIME IS BUYING

TIME

IF YOU WANT TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT WHEN

YOU WANT IT GO TO

THE CR AS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
TJrLa.rtali:cra

and

7ncomst

more people than any
other Cereal. It is the

most easily digestible
and the most highly nutritious of all cereals.

Try a Package.

m1:almeia

peeial Imas bargains In
Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs. Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

TIES

CallCaOhe

ajoda

Millinery

OF INTEREST TO LADIES
Have!al8orjustrreceived a; full line of

FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS

"Royal" and all kinds cf ART EMBROID.
ERIESJ and NOVELTIES.

H.

SlUi 5
'PHUHE 26

CO.

:

NEW' GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black

78

Catron Block

THE SANTA

PAGE SIX.

St, Louis Rocky

1,

TV.

THURSDAY,

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Every woman covets a shapely figure, and many of them
deplore the loss of their girlish forms after marriage.
The bearing of children is
often destructive to the
be avoided Dy me use or
All
can
this
of
mother's shapeliness.
Mother's Friend before babv comes, as this liniment prepares the
bodv for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
less, anu raira uci
Mother s Friend makes the danger ot cniia-oin- n
critical
this
safely through
Thousands grateperiod.
fully tell of the benefit and
relief derived from the use
of this remedy.

4

FEDERAL JURY
BLAMES LAND OFFICES.

DECEMBER 2, 1909.

FRiTERNAL S0GIE1

Its

MASONIC.
Denver, Colo.. Dec. 2. The federal
grand jury after being in session three
Montezuma Lodge No.
weeks, made its final report, returning
1. A. F. & A. M. Reten indictments and severely criticisgular
communication
ing the employes of the local land
first Monday of eacfc
for alleged "disrespect for the rulAV month
at
MaaonU
ings or laws of the United States" in 9n S
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
connection with taking acknowledgA
J. A. MASS1B.
ments from applicants for public
Worthy Master
lands.
ALAN E. McCORD, Secretary
The report regarding the land office
No 2
Miles From
was directed to Judge Robert E. Lewis
Miles Krom
No 1,
STATIONS.
DAILY
Raton
Dei Molawa
KAIL If
Santa Fe Chapter No. l,
and urged that employes in the local
R. A. M.
Regular cos
offices be instructed to use greater
49
6 30 P, m'
N;..M- - Arr
vocation
0
second
00 a. m.
Lv. Des Molnas,
in
Monday ol
care
with
46
taking acknowledgments,
Lv.!
6 15 P. in-" Kumaldo.
Book mailed froeto all expectant mothers.
tO 12 a. m.
each month at MasU
55 p. m-" Hedaiiin;
HE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
to
an
end
a
of
"dumview
11
the
I
10 35 a. in.
putting
35 p. ra-"
Atlanta. Ga.
ia
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
10 50 a. m.
,,
25 p. m
29
my enirymen" system and other meth" Capullii
20
11 05 a. in
VlU
3 55 p. m
24
C. J. CRAXDALL. H. P.
'J Thompson
26
11 20 a, m
ods
been
that
have
capiemployed
by
3 30 p. m
18
"
81
11 io a. m.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
'
2 55 p. m
" Cunningham
.7
excellent review for the members of talists and corporations to obtain con42
Oliftcm Hoaae J auction
12 20 p. in.
2 30 p m
Arr,
12 45 p. m.
minArr
stone
trol
of
and
valuable,
RATON N M
timber,
the
25
12
distinguished party.
p. ra
Lv
t 30 p. ru,
Santa Ft Commandery No.
12 05 p. m
7
Lv
42
Clllfton House Junction.; "
Senator Warren is also chairman of eral lands in the state. It was signed
8 50 p. m.
11 40 a. m.
18
1. K. T. Regular conclave
48
Preston
5
o
15 p. m,
afon
twenty-twthe
members
of
committee
Senate
06
the
11
m
by twenty
a'
23
military
Palace.
Koehler
58
4 45 p m.
,
11 15 a. m.
fourth Monday In eci
20
orconverthe jury, John M. Kuykendall and
Koehler .Inot.
56
4 55 p. m.
A. Mennett, Sr., Las Vegas; E. E. fairs, and is, of course, very
HO 15 a. ra.
82
68
Oolfax
at Masonic Hall at
month
55 50 p. m.
exHe
two
matters.
with
9 43 a. m.
William
Hunnewell
S.
sant
the
Den41
being
military
P(?ck. Wichita; P. H. Knowlton,
77
Oerrososo
15 p. m.
i5 35
m
9 25 a. m.
7:30
Lv.
p.
as
Arr
47
being surprised who did not sign. The report follows:
Rev. O. pressed himself
p. in.
7 50 a. ra. ver; C. S. Losey, Las Vegas;
CIMARRON N. M.
88
Arr,
Lv.
7 08 p. ra.
H. F. STEPHENS. E. O.
7 40 a. m. F.
50
A. that a school of the high standard of
P. Gilberton,
N. M.
Lv
Mora:
"During the three weeks of duty as
86
Balland,
Nast
,. 10 p. tn.
7 25 a. m.
53
PERCY
F.
KNIGHT. Recorder.
I.
X.
M.
been
had
M,
Harlan
89
7. 23 p. m.
developed United States grand jurors for your
Las Vegas; Jules Collins, the
7 00 a. m. Rabeyrolle,
59
94
Ute Park
7. 45 p. m.
t he
was
in
and
complivery
west,
New
L.
time
in
which
witnesses
court,
San Miguel;
many
Thankauser,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
.1. Cohen,
Denver.
mentary in his remarks. Coming have given testimony, we have been
124 arriving. In Dawson, N. York; Alfred
No.
w
a.
train
&
e.
p.
Ry.
with
Connect
from the source that it does this ap- so strongly impressed by the evidence 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Claire.
M., 6:15 p. m.
J. W. Collier Estancia: F. J. Frank preciation is very gratifying to both we would call your attention to some Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
N. M.
Connect! with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton
on the third Monday of each month
lin. Colorado Snrinss: James Barry, officers and cadets of the corps,
of the conditions.
I:C5 a. m.
It behooves us to "keep our lamps
M.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
St.
C.
J.
Weber,
hi
"Most
Joseph;
Denver;
of
the
the
M.
N.
irregularities
at Pretton,
rimmed
fcr
and
goverStage for van Houten, N. M., met train
Mabel
Miss
Kendall,
B.
Coal.
Pueblo;
homestead entries, and many of the Masonic Han, soutn side of Plaza,
Dee Moinei a fallows
C, &. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from
M. Weitzenhoffer, St. Louis; nors, U. S. Senators, and other big other land entries which have caused Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- Beulah;
SOUTH BOUNIJ.
NORTH BOUND
R. F. Sickles, Denver; J. H. Smith, guns are liable to drop in at any heavy expense, much uneasiness and dially invited to attend.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0S a. m.
time, to see if the X. M. M. I. really
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
Albuquerque.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
endangered the personal liberties of
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
deserves its high reputation.
Coronado.
Venerable Master.
C.
we
with
believe
the
could
and
locaters.
have
S.
raon
Pretton,
at
T.
A
F.
A.
with
Ry.
TracK connection
and wife. Rowe;
Valencia
F.
Hilario
HEXRY
STEPHENS
32,
A
enN.
Cimarron
and
been
can
be
and
almost
W
M.,
avoided,
at Colfax,
A 8
& S. at Dee Moinet, E. P
.1. P. Douglas,
Salida; J. C. Dayman, ADVERTISING FOR A
Secretary.
in
M.
avoided
instructhe
N.
future,
by
at
tirely
Cimarron,
Northwestern Ry.
LIFE PARTNER.
F. F. Jones, Denver.
tions to the local United States land
r the followino point. In New Mexico: Ocato, Denver;
Cimarron, N. M., is depot
Modern.
B. P. O. E.
offices
to question all applicants for
Red
Lakes.
and
Rayado, Aurora
J. O Dentor and wife. Colorado Woman Selected Will Get Deed to City
No. 460, B. P. O. m.,
Mexico:
In
New
Santa
Fe
Arroyo
to
Lodge
Is
for
the applicant the
lands, explaining
Vf Park. N. M., depot Blackfollowing points
and County Property Valued at
P. H. Knowlton, Denver; W.
Springs;
Lobo,
holds
session
on the see- its
Elizabethtown,
regular
of
Cerro,
aml
Lakes,
Hondo.
keeping
importance
Baldy,
oeco. Arroyo
honesty
Million.
W. Wagner, Mcintosh: F. A. Wagner,
Quarter
and
and
fourth
Taos
ond
Red
River
to
Twining.
Wednesdays of eaci
the government, and the
City,
good faith
Questa, Ranches de Taos,
Quince Culbard, E. S.
Mcintosh;
month.
brothers are invite
on
be
inflicted
that
Visiting
may
VV.
punishment
A. GORVmn,
J. van HOUTEN;
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 2. Deeds for
Quinn. Buckman; Mrs. M. E. Donalde. J. DED.WAN.
DAVID KNAPP.
and welcome.
them
should
the
or
enter
into
locaters
M.
F.
Stevens, Rutherford, a half interest in city and country
V- - Ores, and Gen Vlgr
Gen Pass Agent son, Mrs.
Exalted Ruler,
j
make
to
or
sell
any
rent,
agreement
Superintendent
X. J.
property, appraised at $250,000, will be
J- - DSENA, Secretary.
RATON, N. All.
RATO.N. N.iW.
to
of
of
lands
the
any
dispose
contrary
to
RATON, N- M.
the
presented on her wedding day
v- the TTnitfal Stiitoa lnnl lnwc and
woman selected as a wife by William
NOTES FROM THE
to
each
of
the
Knghts of Pythias,
plain
applicant
meaning
MILITARY INSTITUTE. B. Xiedermeyer, a wealthy widower,
Santa
Fe
in
law
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
the
these
cases, and require
with offices at 528 Rookery building,
meeting 1st anu 3d
to
Pythias.
or
Regular
each
read
the
person
application,
He was born in Newark,
Visit to School By Senatorial Com- Spokane.
in
at 8 o'clock in I.
month
Tuesdays
United
the
official
should read
States
N. J., January 21, 1S51, moved to Xe-- :
mittee The New Academic
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- to
same
the
before
the
tak
applicant
biaska in 1S09 and came to Spokane
Building to Cost $80,000.
ing Knights invited to attend.
in 1S3S. He wears a full beard and ing his or her acknowledgment.
I
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
"If proper precautions are taken
boasts that his face has never felt
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
(From the Maverick.)
there will be little land taken illegalThP contra (if for the new academic the 0(1S'e of a razor.
in
ly. If any should, after such instrucbelieves
advertising
Xiedermeyer
building was let to the firm of Lyons
Notice for Publication.
& Axtell, the contract price being in and he is using that means to find a tions, be secured wrongfully, then it
Homestead
Entry (Serial 03S8S) Xo.
Regarding the qualifica- - would be an easy matter to secure conthe neighborhood of $60,000. It is ex- 8087.
e
bricie-to-uvictions.
ne
says among
peeted that the structure will be com- tions ot the
of the Interior,
Department
"We have found that the slackness
pleted on or about March 1st, and the other things:
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
I marry must, be a in, or disrespect for the
woman
"The
this
will,'
exercises
or
year
graduating
rulings
November 20, 1909.
in all probability, be held in its as- - member of the Catholic church and a laws of the United States by the local
is
Xotice
that Tiburcio
given
hereby
'good Christian; age not to exceed 35 land offices has endangered the libEembly hall.
Lobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county,
as
at
She
have
to
least
erties as well as the property rights N M., who, on
ought
The academic building will conform years.
19, 1904,
September
in material and general treatment to much money as I possess, though the of many of the applicants, and has made Homestead
03S88)
(Serial
Entry
financial
of
the
standing
applicant also hampered the government in its No. 8087, for SE. 4 SW.
the Hagerman barracks, as it will be
28,
Sec.
&
NORTH
TO THE EAST
erected on u concrete foundation, does not mean as much to me as the prosecution."
& NW.
E.
NW.
NE.
of
I
will
term
might suggest. Perhaps
faced with the buff brick and all its
12 N., Range 1?
Section
Now in effect Via
33,
Township
Iviiamings will be of cement. It will choose a woman who hasn't a change
Preventics, the new Candy Cold e., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
he heated by steam, collection to be of clothing, or I may get one who has Cure Tablets, are said
by druggists to of intention tt amke final five year
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
made with the plant of the Hager- $250,000 or a good portion of it.
have four special specific advantages proof, to establish claim to the land
;
ceil-of
man barracks. The problem
"I have four children, but they are over all other remedies for a cold, above
described, before the Regis' r
tilating the building has been care- well cared for, and they have nothing First They contain no Quinine, noth- - or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Sai,la
secand
the
worked
out,
many
fully
to say as to what I shall do.. I run my ing harsh or sickening. Second They
W,
E. P. &
N.
on
the 12th day of January,
M.,
Fe,
tions rooms will be supplied with an own business. I gave them each an
give almost . instant relief. Third
1910.
amount
of
pure air, constantly equal amount of my property, before I Pleasant to the
ample
taste, like candy, j Claimant names as witnesses:
A. N. BROWN
renewed.
For fulJ particulars,
left Nebraska, and I have made what Fourth A lar-- e box 48 Preventics
p. & s, w.
p. a.-- k,
Todosio Lobato, Adelaido Marquez,
are
the
dimensions
The
of
Address
building
El Paso Texas.
I own today since coming to Spokane, at 23 cents. Also fine for feverish Juan Baca,
Benjamin Baca, all of
IfiP feet 9 inches, by 131 feet 7 inches.
II years ago.
children. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co. Lebya, New Mexico.
In the basement will be storage
"I expect to start on a tour of the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
rooms, the physical and chemical la- worm
as
l
next
FIRST
ana,
PRESBYTERIAN
the
for
rooms
eariy
spring,
and
toilet
Register.
boratories,
CHURCH ELECTS PASTOR.
The first floor will contain have plenty of money, it will be much
cadets.
nme section rooms, (one of them be- - more pleasant to have good company.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
At a well attended meeting of the Pecos Forest Reserve.
Ing the drawing academy), and the I am pretty hard to please for an old
assembly room. This latter will be fellow, but. a dashing widow stands as congregation of the First Presbyterian
Not Coal Land.
AOxoQ
feet, with a seating capacity much chance as a young woman with church last evening, a call was ex- No. 03943.
inreal blonde hair and pink cheeks, even tended to Rev. Charles T. Wreith of Department of the Interior,
lor about 500. It will have an
clined floor, a stage and dressing though she has not a penny to her Ardmore, Oklahoma, who seeks a bet-- ,
u. S. Land Office. Santa Fe. X. M.
ter climate on account of the ill
rooms, and is to be used as a place name."
November 23, 1909.
of meeting and amusement,, the deNotice is hereby given that Eugenio
Niedermeyer said he expects to be health of his wife. The call was
sign being to have weekly entertain- deluged with letters from all parts of umue unanimous auer tne nrst Dal- - Martinez y Lujan, of
N. M.,
ments for the cadets, such as moving the United States and Canada; "but," lot, on which Mr. Weith received all who, on Nov. 15, 1904,Lamy,
made Home-bu- t
ten votes, which were given to stead entry Serial No. 03943, No. 8151
picture shows, lectures, and so forth. h'? added, "I shall give every applicant
The second floor will have ten sec- - thA atlAntinn it rlocprudsL-an- l
the only other nominee, although it for the northeast quarter, (NE
If th
tion rooms and a toilet for the in- - sfltisfactorv woman
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of nine years. During his nine years as directed, and ward off danger of
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stantial
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Sen- - though he would not forecast an era of much progress.
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Senator
Warren
It
A fine nine room the head, and stuffy breathing.
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over any other route. ator Carter of Montana, and Senator renewed prosperity in any special line. manse was built in 1904, having all brings comfort and ease to the little
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of modern Cars in Jones, of Washington ; Governor Cur- - However, he marveled at the progress, modern conveniences Including nat- - ones. Contains no opiates or other
Full
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In rail- ing energy and
reserver on Auto by applying tc many other men
to permit past nine years, has been moderator
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of arrested development in the west- of the Ardmore Presbytery and also
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern road, commercial and political life.
Engraved cads 4e visit and wed
leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Rob
Automobile
The occasion was the visit of Sena- ern states.
of the Synod of Oklahoma.
He is ding invitations a specialty at the
1 : 00 p. m. connecting with trains for
tors Warren, Carter and Jones, who
an untiring worker and Is constantly New Mexican Printing ofHce.
ivell, New Mexico.
Any
El . Paso and all points on Rock Island
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Baggago allowance
Anj constitute the Senatorial Irrigation
Foley's Orino Laxative is best for busy with plans for the betterment of one sanding in need of such will do
amount of baggage can be carried Committee, to the west, in connec- women and children. Its mild action the church and town."
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Hallway.
tion with the work of this important and pleasant taste make it preferable
Besides being a preacher of ability samples, style of work and prices.
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by tlie Cradv .Mining Company at

held responsible for their mobilization and general condition.
It is proposed to submit the adoption of such a plan to the governors
of the several states. If the states
announce their willingness to
with the war department steps
will be taken toward putting the plan
into action.'
Secretary of War Asks for a The matter of a general rearrangement of the various army posts occuComplete
pies a prominent place in the report. The secretary of war expresses liis conviction that, as now situated, the army posts do not meet the
REGULAR
16,049 requirements of the service, many of
them being isolated and difficult of
access.
Present Distribution of Troops The majority of these posts, he
points out, sprang into existence beis Considered
cause in the early days of the west
Illogical.
the regular army was largely used
for the protection of settlers from
Washington, Dec, 2. Comprehen- the Indians. The Indians have long
sive and complete reorganization of since ceased to be a menace to the
the army establishment of the United whites, and the posts have outlived
States is the principal recommenda- their usefulness. The army authorition contained in the annual report ties now set forth that tactical and
of Secretary of War Dickinson for the strategical necessities require the
fiscal year ending June 0, 1909, made locating of such army headquarters
More officers, closer near the large cities, in close proxpublic today.
with the militia of the imity to centers of transportation,
wiui
aud with a view to
various states and a general
militia.
varithe
of
the
locations
of the
"Hence, the three requirements,"
ous army posts are some of the cryattention
the
says
Secretary Dickinson, "economy,
ing reforms urged upon
and
The present distribu- possibility of rapid movement
of Congress.
tion of the troops of the regular training of the militia would all be
if
army, in the opinion of the Secre- met in the most effective manner
in or near
were
stationed
the
but
troops
not
illogical
is
of
only
War,
tary
the principal cities; and this is the
offers a serious menace.
staff becourse which the general
At the time of the last reports
should
lieves
be
pursued."
from the military departments, which
During the fiscal year three
were received in October, it was found
and 2S rapid fire guns were added to
that the regular army numbered
the sea coast defenses of the United
a
men with 4,209 officers, making
States. It is also declared that the
total force of 76,049, a net increase coast
defenses in the country's insuThe
figures
during the year of 3,421.
are in a forward state
lar
possessions
do not include the 3,4S5 men of the
of construction.
Special mention is
hospital corps.
made of the increasing efficiency in
Of the active officers of the army,
marksmanship shown by the men who
the report calls' attention to the fact serves the guns in the sea coast batthat 709 are detailed to special duty, teries and also in the field artillery
nearly half of these, or 345, being dis- of the. army. Praise also is given
tributed among the various schools the men of the regular army for ex
of instruction of the regular estab- cellent records made with small arms.
lishment or acting as instructors in
Among a great number of other
state educational institutions where matters touched
upon in the report,
a feature is made of military trainDickinson speaks briefly
Secretary
ing. While there were no serious but approvingly of the aeroplane and
breaches of military discipline during dirjgible balloon as engines of war.
a,
me year, Coecieuuj Ti v crtn rln. He. adds however, that because of
ciares mat. uieie. cau uc u
the necessity for retrenchment he
inat tne iuscUmne mu em.ivj, -- wm submit no plea to Congress this
re toweieci uy iu
""
year for an appropriation to admit of
,t so many cumpan.v
fh
lir.hase of a roner aeronautical
. .
ot
esulting frequent changes
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Keck, Quay county.
Lordsburg Mines The l'lotiny Mining Co":'atiy, whose property is i'i
the Virginia district, ;ibmit five and
'
f
mi!.' m tit h of Lordsbur;:.
Grant county, has purchased a
FOR RENT OR SALE A DOd typesuit Iter ;uid it
Partridge
writer. J. li. Sloan.
expectation t.i have i' in oper t
tion in amnher month. Tin- liotme.
FOIi KKNT S'ie of three furnish-rooms- .
is surrounded by a large number of
No.
iiai field Avenue.
(hums, tli' majority of vi;ih an- in Vrs. Hogle.
full blat and shipping ores daily to
The ores tire molly siiiDouglas.
Y.'ANTKl) - Keh.abl" epreseniatives
of ores carrying fer pre!i'abe em ph
v.r
ceotis, lm'
either loiron and go,d values are available in cal or traveling sah'Mi.t ti. Address
Many people are not getting all of
the district as well as lime rock. The li.ix J, Red Wing. Mi.'..,.
the entertainment they should out of
ores are till hkh in copper as well
their Edison Phonographs because
as gold and silver the gold runs high'
FOR SALE A seeon.;-"mm,- i
steam
in most of the claims. A main shaft boiler in
they have not been equipped with the
It will be
gcod condition.
is down no feet with three
.!s anil disposed of at very low j rio. Apply
Amberol Reproducer.
SinkiU:k puhed.
is
development
to the New Mexican Printing ComYour dealer has an attachment which
ng;, as well as la'eral drifting on all
pany.
will make your Kdison Phonograph
three levels, has been resume!. The;
shaft shows at least live parallel
play both the Kdison Standard Records
Notice for Publication.
veins, while the surface shows seven
and the new Amberol four-minu-te
final! Holding Claim No. 2'IT..
more running at irregular angh s. ConSerial 012i".1. Not Coal Land.
Records, thus trebling the enjoyment
siderable surface work lias been done
of the Inferior.
Department
on most of them and they all pan out j
and pleasure to be gotten out of it.
T"ni'ed States Land Office,
is
a
well.
The
installing
company
By means of this attachment the
Santa Fe, . M.. Nov. 15, 1909.
unit at present to help the
Notice is hereby given that the folloPhonograph will play both Standard
heavy expenses of the developm n! it wing-name,!
claimant has filed notice
and Amberol Records, giving you
has already begun. The ore that is
of his intention to make final proof in
r
averthe
for
smelt,
stacked
of
cataand
being
a
kinds
music
more
longer
ages I t per cent copper with high support of his claim under sections
log to select from.
1S01.
K and IT or the act of March
gold and silver values.
Find out about this attachment today,
Silver City Smelter K. A. "Wawie (26 Stat.. S", ). as amended by the act
of the Savanna Copper
because it will be just the same as givCompan. of Februaiy 21. is:c, 27 Stat., 470),
and that, said proof will be made beconcentrator
Silver
the
owning
City
ing you an entirely new Phonograph.,
and smelter, also mines in the Burro fore Register or Receiver. V. S. Land
3?c.
Kdison Standard Records Altos miniiv, Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on Demountain and I'inos
Kdison Amberol Records (p'ay twice as long) 50c.
districts states that, within all prob- cember 22, 190!'t, viz: Ramon Padilla,
75c. and $1.00
Kdison Grand Opera Records
- $1150 to Sll'5.00
Edison Phonographs
ability tlie Silver City smelter will of Cerrillos, N. M.. for the small holdbe opened o na large scale as soon ing claim No. 12::."., Sec. !, T. lo N., R.
Edison
Go
to
dealers everywhere.
the nearest
There are
as the Rurro Mountain railroad is S K. N. M. P. M.
oi hear the Edison Phonograph play both Kdison Standard
and Amberol Records and cet complete catalogs from your
There seems to be no
He names the following witnesses to
completed.
dealer or from us.
doubt bin what the Black Warrior' prove his actual continuous adverse
National Phonograph Co., 75 LakeiioV Avenue, Orange, It, J.
ores from the Globe. Ariz., district possession of said tract for twenty
will be brought to the Silver
City years next preceding the survey of the
smelter instead of being shipped to township, viz:
less trouble from time to time, was
hi Paso as negotiations for satisfac- Martin Para. Jesus M. Romero, Joss
not given a sentence this morning but
torv transportation charges of the Padilla, Cosmo
GLEANINGS BY A
was severely reprimanded by Chief
Baca, all of Cienega, N.
ore, are now being conducted.
M.
Justice Mills, who informed Mrs.
PERIPATETIC PEN
Hanover, Grant County The instalTeltlebaum that in the future it would
Any person who desires to protest,
lation of a large double steam hoist
the allowance of said proof, or
be necessary for her to appear in
against
and two 100 horse power boilers was who knows of
court when summoned.
If They Had Only Known How few
any suhstantial reason
at
of
the
property
recently completed
under the laws and regulation of the
Facundo Medina, tried for the lar- of its are sufficiently grateful for the the
Philadelphia Mining Company
ceny of a horse from Mrs. Fannie times in which we live! Think of all and it is expected that the mine will Interior Department why such proof
Jones was sentenced to serve not the material and mechanical advant- soon be in operation. Three air drills should not be a lowed will be given an
at the
less than two years nor more than ages we enjoy over the ancients, who, will be
put to work in the main opportunity
f
two and
the wi
years in the peni- - with all their boasted civilization, their shaft, and it is the intention to sink time and place to
tentiary.
arts and sciences, went from their this shaft to a depth of from S00 to; nesses of said claimant, and to offer
Beneriza Padilla was given sixty cradle to their grave utterly ignorant 1,000 feet. Buildings are now being evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
days in the county jail for assault.
otDocket handkerchiefs. built.
ci0cks
MAN PEL R. OTERO,
Joaquin Labrado and Geronimo As- - trousers and bonnets, or even those!
carate- charged wih having broken a
our
Register.
ANOTHER
INNOVATION
seal on a Santa Fe car, were sent- - whoAvould have resarded a barometer
ARMY POSTS.
FOR
enced to serve one year each but the as an instrument of Beelzbub!
commanders."
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It
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shot
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a
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dead
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Houston
Sam
Fort
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What
at
that
understood
r
on
side
ized
spot!
the
several
houses
east
to active duty ternpor-ideThe old fashioned way of dosing a
have given Xeno- - for the purpose of fostering a better Cough Remedy its curative properties.
existing law a retired weak stomach, or stimulatins the was sentenced to serve three years advantage it would
Those leaves have the power to calm
s
and
school
at
reform
the
in
the
phon
retreating Ten Thousand espirit du corps in the L'nited States
Springer.
inot be made subject to
the most distressing Cough, and to
or Kidneys is all wronz. Dr.
Heart
efA. Frank Ackerman, charged with to have seized a line of railway from army reorganization calculated to
return to active service
Shoop's first pointed out this error. having forged certain Santa Fe checks Persia to the Hellespont,
with fast feet concentration of enlisted men soothe, and heal the most sensitive
r voluntary. In putting
Br.
membrane. Mothers should,
for some such authcri-cretar- This is why his prescription en- -' was sentenced to serve not less than steamers to Attica and Laconia! The coming from the same state or locality bronchial
Shoop's Restorative is directed
one year or more than fifteen months people of Pericles' day were not. wholly is now being considered by the war for safety's sake, always demand Dr.
Dickinson says:
tirely to the cause of these ailments
in the penitentiary. The sentence in destitute of ingenious appliances for dt partment. It has been found that Shoop's. It can with perfect freedom
it is true that the duties the
nerves.
or
inside
weak
controlling
case was suspended by the judge use and amusement, but, for some ra- - under the present system sectional be given to even the youngest babes.
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a weak Stomach. Heart
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Each inside oran has its controlling certain Santa Fe checks was sent- - Flip-flaand the charms of the Scenic men coming from the same locality
Notice for Publication.
separated from their regular duties or inside nerve- When these
nerves enced to" serve not less than eigh- - Hallway were to them a closed book, together.
Small Holding Claim No. 1S95.
with troops has now reached a point
Serial 012050. Not Coal Land.
where it is beyond question that the 'all, then those organs must surely teen months or more than two years Yet we can picture the scene which
adopted con
are leading in the penitentiary. As soon as Rice would have agtonished Aeschvlus and
efficiency and discipline of the army falter. These vital truths
niannln- - the entire country Department of the Interior,
of
sists
United States Land Office.
are suffering therefrom. On June 30, druggists everywhere to dispense and has served his sentence at the Santa Sophocles the vast Athenian muti.
recruki
f)om this
e penitentiary ne win oe
a. third of the can- - recommend Dr.
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bnoop's Restorative.
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flock about the latest sensation, a ed. Thus a man from Texas would be
sent from tlieir proper commands on ment will promptly and surely follow, wanted tor attemnteu muraer.
of balance brought into enlisted only in a Texas regiment, sev- - lowing named claimant has filed noLucio Jaramillo found guilty of ut- mighty engine
Co .
detached service, of such a nature as Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Western magician, Im- - erai 0I eacn branch of the service be- - tice of his intention to make final
the
Hellas
by
tering a forged ch,eck in the sum of reus Kiralfos. What an excellent sub- in support of his claim under
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jng assigned to that state. The same proof
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dollars, was sentenced to
1G and 17 of the act of March
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for
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adventure
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for
would
good
every state
COURT AT LAS VEGAS. serve not less than one year or more Athenians would furnish later to Aris- 1S91 (26 Stats., 834), as amended
were temporarily absent from their
3,
the Union.
than eighteen months in the peniten- by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
proper commands, on detached serv- and how rude delineations
tophanes,
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case
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this
sentence
This innovation, if adopted, would
The
Penitentiarv
Sent
Recruits
tiary.
for the
ice or otherwise, it is believed that
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
also suspended on a plea made bv the of the apparatus would delight modern practically make the United States be made before
Here By Chief Justice William
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less than one-hal- f
Register or Receiver
- scholars and invite comparisons with
bea conglomeration of state organ U. S. land office, Santa Fe, X. M., on
district attorney, pending the good
army
J. Mills.
of the mobile armv were commanded.
the screw of Archimedies! E. S. Val- izations from the sentimental
Chief Justice Willvam J. Mills be- - havior of Jaramillo.
point of December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla
bv caDtains."
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case
of
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The
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fore
for
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last
view, and keen rivalry would have to of Cerrillos, N. M., for tne small hold-in.the
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evening
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be looked for. It is this rivalry be- sentence upon tho.e con- - win having received .Men prwrt,
claim Xo. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
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Served as coffee, the new coffee sub- - tween regiments which, in the case of 15 X., R. S E., of the W. M. P. M.
stitute known to grocers everywhere European armies has been productive
He names the following witnesses
yebd- to determine trie physical fitness of courl fr,
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will trick of a very high for mof esprit du corps to prove his actual continuous adverse
Candido Maes, larceny of a horse, morning.
offic ers
comnellin
them to ride
even a coffee expert. Not a grain of and superior morale, and which in the possession of said tract for twenty
time and who was caught twelve days lat- - time in Santa Fe will probably be real coffee in it either. Pure health- - case of the United States would add years next preceding the survey of the
itthia
5n Guadalupe county, was
Thfs,Tn the
given taken over Sunday afternoon.
fill toasted grains, malt, nuts, etc., greatly to the efficiency of an organiz-hav- e township, viz.:
more
not
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Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
been so cleverly blended as to ation already very capable. There are
Dickinson should be changed so as
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a wonderfully satisfying coffee instances, however, in which concen- - Padilla and Cosme Baca, all of Cieneto compel officers to undertake a cer- - han two years in the penitentiary. FORT
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j taste and flavor.
tain amount of prescribed exercise
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order
too.
No tedious 20 to 30 havoc. In a military organization of
Any person who desires to protest,
each week,- the amount to be certi forgery, having rorged
minute,"
Be Replaced
no great homogeneity the spirit of mu- against the allowance of said proof,
fied by the commanding officers in twelve dollars on the Romero Mer- Burned Buildings Will
minutes boiling. Frank Andrews.
cantile Company was sentenced to one
With Modern Barracks Was
their monthly reports.
tiny has rarely ever manifested itself or who knows of any substantial reaI
in the penitentiary.
Scene of Notorious Raid.
year
while in the opposite cases this has son under the laws and regulations of
of the regular army
Martinez who burglarized
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 2 It is
the interior department why such
with the militia of the states is theCipriano
very often been the case.
W. T. Reed was understood in local army circles that I
of
barber
MINES AND MINING
shop
'
proof should not be aJiowed will be
strongly urged. The secretary out- sentenced to serve not less than one Fort Brown at Brownsville,
the
Apart from the reason stated above given an opportunity at the
lines a plan to accomplish this. He
the war department is said to be anx- and not. more than eighteen scene of the famous raid and the j
e
,
time and place to
would have the country divided into year
i
tnila f Til n 1.' d
nKnno'n ViMinnr-months in the penitentiary.
cause of one of the hottest controver- - i
witnesses of said claimI
the
Porvemr Copper ivnnrng coma number of territorial and tactical
il make closer relations with the
Margarito Romero, tried for the sies that ever disturbed the United
more miners have been
ant, and to offer evidenco in rebuttal
districts, so that the militia may larceny of a horse from Marcial Bau- - States government, will,- - in a very pany-- Six
litla bodles in the states possible, of that submitted by claimant.
to work by Margarito Romero on
put
be conveniently combined with the
la, was sentenced to serve not less short time he
by the the properties of the El Porvenir Tne intention is to attacli in some
MANUEL R. OTERO,
regular troops stationed in those dis- than eighteen months and not more American
'The burned build- Ve- - manner the citizen
troops.
soldiery to the
Las
near
Register.
Mining
Company
Copper
tricts into permanent brigades, divi- than two
years In the penitentiary.
ings will be replaced by more mod- - gas. making in all eighteen men em- - regulars to have them enjoy the bene- sions and corps ior instruction and
Vidal Martinez, who pleaded guilty ern quarters and enlarged to acconi- ployed.
nts of better organization and train- Notice for Publication.
tactical organization.
to sodomy, was sentenced to serve modate at least a battalion.
If
the
under
consideration
P,ans
lng'
Homestead
Entry (Serial 03907) No.
At
Magdalena-T- he
In conjunction with the headquar not less than three years nor more
While Fort Brown would have con- are carried out the units of the nation- 8111.
Socorro
at
Magdalena,
Company
' than Ave years. in tne penitentiary.
.
in operations '
value
siderable
ai guard would be attached permanent- - Department of the Interior.
strategic
"I,,",
me report auvocates me esiaousn- - Julio Cnavez, who set fire to the
"6
'
V
V
n
Mexico, it is stated that this ,L
ly to a similar unit of the regular
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
ment of supply depots, which can be warehouse of Albino Salazar at Chap- - against
,e 1 ai
reason
for
its
direct
not
is
the
cas
of
active
in
and
army
service
out
October 27. 1909.
of
has
been
the
shaft
drawn upon for the equipment of an
pumped
the flre causlng a os sof ?1)000)
the panama canal being as '
would fi0ht bv us side,
400
Notice
that Manuel
from
foot
is
north
dethe
in
hereby
given
cuttmg
need.
At
of
time
such
army
was sentenced to serve not less than signed as the immediate cause.
While every man serving in the reg- - Martinez y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N.
has commenced. The com- pots supplies would.be carried suffi- - fion mn,a
n'level
mnra h9n rieh.i
t,
'
the Kit claim ulars is a good American at heart, no M,. who, on October 11, 1904, made
cient to outfit any additional vclun- - teen months ln the penitentiary.
a military objective during the Civil pan W.U1 also prospect
numa
teer force, up to
moderate
Tnhn Callawav.
colored, charged Wnr
number nf small eneaee ,. with the diamond drill. The Kelly matter where he comes from, army Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No.
ber, that might be hastily recruited with naving obtained money under ments took place in its vicinity. Be-t- o lease is working steadily day and officers say that there Is a great deal 8111, for southwest quarter, (SV
'
0f bickering and friction due to sec- - Section 3. Township 14 N., Range 11
complete the organization of an false pretenses, having passed a ing favorably
y
situated for imports night.
F.
Columbine-d
tional differences and that through the E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Reliance
sixarmy corps.
ay.
sum
of
Group
worthless check in the
from Europe and Mexico, the
e H.
to the headquarters, also, teen dollars on T. F. Cameron, of the eracy endeavored to make it an
Blackmar, a mining expert, has morale of the organization is at times of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
report declares there should be Optimo bar, was sentenced to serve portant base of supplies but did not made a comprehensive report on the seriously interfered with.
above described .before the Register
Reliance group at junction of Colum - j
stationed a young and active officer sixty days in the county Jail.
succeed in carrying out this plan,
or Receiver, U. S.
bine creek and the Rio Colorado, sev Office, at Sanof the regular army, whose duty it
Cipriano Martinez y Hernandez,
'
to
ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of
instruct and direct the found guilty of assault on a woman
would be
After exposure, and when you feel a en miles northeast of Questa, Taos
militia organizations in the corps dis- - with a deadly weapon, was fined twen- - cold coming on. take Foley's Honey ccunty, being located in the Red Riv- December, 1909.
e
Claimant names as witnesses:
dollars and costs.
trict. Such an officer, it Is pointed
and Tar, the great throat and lung or mining district. There is a fissure
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose
out, could issue no orders to the. Virginia V. de Teltlebaum who was remedy. It stops the cough, relieves .veir of considerable size on the
Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of
militia, but it is declared he should brought into court under writ of at- - the congestion and expels the cold lioperty, carrying silver, lead and
j
be given power to supervise the tachment for not responding to a from your system. Is mildly laxa- - zinc.
New Mexico.
Another Strike at Cap Rock An- equipment and instruction of the vol- - subpoena before the grand jury, and tlve. Refuse substitutes. Sold by
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tmteer troops of his district and be who has caused the court more or all druggists.
other strike of gold ore is .reported
Register.
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HAYWftRD'S MARKET

92.

-

L'XICANT, SANTA

FE, X.

THURSDAY,

AT.

DECEMEER

2, 1909.

third of December, their sale will be
held in the assembly room of the Library building. There will be a
Christmas tree, with gifts especially
for the little ones. Fancy articles,

for a conference on ter- :ho.n in Santa Fe. R..tirez orchesritorial matters and that his trip had tra will furnish music.
no political significance."
Las Vegas
Concert Tomorrow Night The high!
(Continued From Page Five.)
school auditorium will be crowded to-- ;
Optic.
morrow evening, it is hoped, for the
Mrs. Morgan O. Llewellyn of l.as
LIttWa8MEMMaanwffi concert of the High School Glee Club
Cruces and her mother, Mrs. John At- it 41 M H D P I T V
which promises to be a rare musical
'
I I THDIPQ
I Ur lUu
treat. The concert will begin prompt-- :
kinson of Fairfeld. Ia., are guests un-- ! H tv I U i
lv at S o'clock.
til Monday evening next with Mrs. A.
I!. Renehan on East Palace avenue.
Meet Tomorrow
Afternoon The'
x
x x x x

Personal Mention

MO-

M

Washington

embroidery, aprons, dolls, home made
candy, bread, cake, etc., will be offered for sale. Tea and coffee will
furnish an opportunity for a chat .with
friends. A cordial invitation is given
to every one men, women and chilWoman's Home Missionary Society of dren to at least give us a call.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal church
The sale will begin at 2:30 p. m.
will hold a social and business meet-- ;
Albuquerque W. C. T. U. Elects
iug at the church'tomorrow afternoon Officers The W. C. T. U. at Albuquerat three o'clock. Important business; que yesterday elected the following
will be transacted.
officers: Mrs. Mordy, Mrs. Kapple.
Dance Tonight Tonight at Library Mrs. Richards, Mrs. J. S. Eastcrday,
hall under the auspices of the Wom- Mrs. J. W. Paetznick and Mrs. I. F.
an's Board of Trade there will be a' Keeping. Five vice presidents were
dance to which everyone is invited. chosen as follows: Mrs. J. H. Heald,
Morrison's orchestra will furnish the Mrs. W. J. Marsh, Mrs. E. A. Field,
music, this being a guarantee of a Mrs. I. F. Keeping and Mrs. J. S.
very pleasant evening.
Easterday. Mrs. E. A. Field was also
Train Report The Denver and Rio'' elected treasurer. Mrs. Carrie Bro..
Grande train is reported one hour late is secretary.
today and the New Mexico Central
on time. The Santa Fe trains are re-- J CENTRAL
AMERICA
ported as follows: No. 1 forty-fivMUST BEHAVE.
minutes; No. 7 on time, No. 4 on time; j
j
e
(Continued
No.
from
8
9
No.
and forty-fivminutes late.
Page One.)
3 came in at two-fortj
Never Before in Santa Fe The; time, that although your diplomatic
new film service which goes into ei-- , quality is terminated, I shall be happy
feet at Elks theater tomorrow night to receive you, as I shall be happy to
is guaranteed not over 30 clays' old receive the representatives of "the
and the pictures will be superb. Don't, revolution, each as the unofficial
channel of communication
between
miss them.
Oratorical Contest The following the government of the United States
will take part in the oratorical contest and the de facto authorities to whom
in the high school hall on December I look for the protection of American
10: Julia Jaffa, Amy Wittman, Alice interests pending the establishment
in Nicaragua of a government with
Candelario, Freda Wlentge, Amelia
which the United States can mainMcFie, Margaret Cunningham, Inigo tain
diplomatic relations.
Daza, Jacob Safford, Douglas Walker,
"Accept sir, the renewed assurances
Eugene Fiske, Rogers Fiske.
of my high consideration.
Took Wife to Escape Jail Benig-n(Signed) "P. C. KNOX,
Alvarado and Florencio Rodriguez
"To Felipe Rodriguez, Esquire."
who recently slashed the woman with
a knife, while in a jealous rage, were
married yesterday at Albuquerque by
Justice of the Peace David Perea.
This released Rodriguez from jail and
DO
from prosecution for assault.
Silver City Organizes W. C T. U.
A Women's
Christian Temperance
Union has been organized at Silver
City with Mrs. A. D. Seitzler as presas
ident; Mrs. Elizabeth S. Barton
vice president; Miss Blanche Harsch,
secretary; Mrs. Smith, treasurer, and
Mrs. E. R. Jackson, superintendent
of the Loyal Temperance League.
Society Wedding at Albuquerque
Yesterday afternoon at the home of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dieekman, Rev. A. M. Mandalari
FOR AN
united in marriage Miss Lisa Dieekman and Thomas Donaby. Mrs. Mabel Mimoe played the wedding march;
Miss Margaret Keleher was brides
maid and Master Russell Edgar ring
;

1

j

Wateh

Mrs. A. C. Ogden and Mrs. H. C.
lluffat of Knoxville, Tenn., arrived in
the city yesterday and are visiting
Mrs. and Miss Chavannes, 2110 Manhattan avenue. They expect to remain in
the city for a week. They are on their
way to California.
Rev. J. Mills Kendrick, hishop ofi
New Mexico and Arizona, left Silver
City Wednesday for El Paso, after
spending several days in the city.
(Idling which he held services at the
Episcopal church and presided at the
ordination of Rev. Leonidas W. Smith
which occurred
at the Episcopal
church last Wednesday morning.'

14
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Arthur C. Ringland, United States
forester of the third district, leaves
Albuquerque tonight for Washington
where he will attend a conference of!
the district foresters. Mr. Ringland
win ue accompanied by James T.
Jardine, a grazing expert who has
spent some time in the third district
on business connected with the de-

PHONE
NO. 92.

j

-

4

No

man f rf rr r n rr! n y
Miss Inez Barnes, daughter of Hon.
and Mrs. R. P. Barnes, returned
Tuesday to Silver City from Tien
Tsi-fiChina, after an absence in the
Orient of a year and a half. When
she left for China she went across
the Pacific ocean and on her return
she came by way of the Suez canal
and across the Atlantic thus comthe
pleting a trip entirely around
world.
"Frank ,T. La van, special federal
agent, with headquarters at Santa Fe,
was In the city yesterday afternoon
and this morning, interesting local
Republican leaders in behalf of his
candidacy for the position of register
of the IT. S. land office at Santa Fe,
now held by M. R. Otero. Lavan's
home, previous to coming to New
Mexico, was in Cleveland, Ohio. He
believes his chances for securing the
position are good, providing he can
get the endorsement of party leaders
ia the territory." Las Vegas Optic.
"Chief Justice William J. Mills, recently appointed governor of New
Mexico by President Taft, leaves on
the Chicago Limited tonight for New
j York, Boston and New Haven, Conn.,
on important personal business. Judge
Mills has been contemplating this trip
for several months, he having business interests in the east which demand his attention. In the course of
his trip he will visit Washington and
pay his respects to the President.
Judge Mills stated emphatically today
that he had not been summoned to
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Bakery
6rocery
INTERESTING PRICES
9
t

7

25c
BARS GOOD LAUNDrlY SOAP.
'
"
25c
PEARL WHITE
'
"
25c
DIAMOND "C"
Every ond koowns what the Diamond "C" is

POTATOES

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
100 lbs for
25c
15 lbs. for
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - -

1;30
-

20c

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, northern. Spy and Winter

M. Blush

THE ONLY BAKER
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in cur
Bakery.
Phnnp Hn 1

P AnHro.uc

Phnnp.

I

Mn

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Work and Prompt Service:
Santa Fe
Pnouel22 R?d

Our Specialty Good
W. II

.

Kerr Asrt

Denver,

Weather

!

Dec.

Colo.,

2.

forecast for New
Tonight fair and

j

Mexico:
warmer in south portion, snow
and colder in north portion.
Friday snow with colder weather.

xxxxxrzxxx

e
Station on Santa Fe Fort
is a new station on the Santa
Fe, seven miles south of Las Cruces.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat Specialist, of Las Vegas,
will be at the Palace hotel Dec. 2nd,
3rd and 4th. Hours 1 to 5 p. m.
A comfortable
place to spend an
evening is the Elks theater where
good pictures are shown. Come and
see.
Eastern Trains Still Late Santa Fe
f,..fin No, 3 colUjnues late and failed
ti make the regular connection this
noon with Santa Fe.
Remember that the rooms at The
Modern are ali steam heated, comfortable day and night. We set the
best, table in the city.
Licensed to Wed This morning the
probate clerk issued a marriage license to Jose de la Luz Martinez and
Teresita Cordova, b"h of Cordova.
Have Wagon Burglars
Eurglars
who broke into the Kiner bakery at
Silver City recently carried off 400
pounds of flour in a wagon.
Bud Grind-stafYoung Man Disappears
a young man living in the mountains sixty miles west of Roswell, dis- appeared mysteriously after a visit
to the city.
A Year Ago
Today a year ago the
weather was moderate the maximum
temperature being 47 desrees and the
minimum 12 degrees. There was 77
per cent of sunshine:
Holding Night Sessions Judge Ira
A. Abbott in district court at Albuquerque is holding night sessions in
the effort to finish up the pending
criminal cases.
Two Divorce Suits at Roswell Two
divorce suits were filed in district
court at Roswell:
Etta Stanfield
against H. T. Stanfield and Andrew D.
Dameron vs. Sarah Dameron.
Concert Tomorrow
Club
Glee
night at the high school there will
be a concert by the High School Glee
Club under the direction of Miss Matilda Alonso. Admission is twenty-fiv- e
cents.
See the New Films New film serv
ice will be inaugurated at Elks theater tomorrow night, a guaranteed 30
day service, something never before

New

Fil-mor-

j

j

a

f,

YOU
WANT TO GET

THERE

Right Now?
PHONE 204

Aut

bearer.

Annual
Church of
nual sale
ceinber.
-

t

The Gu'r.a or fhe
the Holy Faith has an anon the first Friday in' De
Friday of this week, the
Sale

iiiiawnTi

nr mrTimrr

irrrrirrwir'iirnii

H. A. HART
PROPRIETOR.
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We offer a big SPECIAL SALE for this week only on Ladies & Misses
Coats, Ladies Suits, Ladies Voile Skirts, and Ladies Tailored waists.
All the articles above mentioned will be sold during this week at wholesale prices.
.una

iiii.

'

.

"

y

Ladies Suits
of the latest Fabrics & Fashions
Go

$27.50

r

now

J

3.

-

ic

of the latest Fabrics & Fashion
Go

1

$22.50

20.00
17.50
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Steto

g
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DRY GOODS
A.

.

-

,

.

STOREr
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V

"
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H
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-
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-
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I

f
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as follows:

$22.50 - now - $17.50
16.50
20.00 - "
10.50
12.50 - "
"
7.50
10.00
8.50 - " ...... 6.00
4.50
6.00 - "
COME IN BEFORE THE RUSH
AND PICK FIRST

i
SAL AO N

"Honesty"

NA THAN

--

M CfeW &ZxiA

MISSES COATS AND LADIES
WAISTS 00 AT THE SAME
MARGIN

ffe

i-

as follows;.'

25-0- 0

22.50

EF

pi! 0
fmrrzwm -

Ladies Coats

1

.,

Motto

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

